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Dahr Jamal 
interviewed 
on Iraq and 
US elections

Mike 
Gonzalez 
looks at 
Cuba after 
Castro

EU wants to privatise 
ambulances and water

By RICHARD BOYD BARRETT.
Chair of the Irish Anti-War 
Movement

swp. ie

5 years since US-led nvasion of Iraq 

WORLD 
AGAINST 

WAR 
Demonstrate 15th March 
Assemble 3.00pm Parnell 

Square, Dublin
Called by the Irish Anti War Movement

There are now 3 million Afghan 
refugees living in tents around the

Life expectancy and literacy

30 per cent of the population 
have no access to clean water and 
1 in 8 children dies as a result. 1 
in 5 children dies before the age 
of5.
Global Permanent 
War
As if all this is not bad enough, 
the US continues to crank up the 
rhetoric and threats of war against 
Iran. The US and Israel are also 
backing forces in Lebanon that

There will be 
blood: Upton 
Sinclair 
and the 
American 
Left

Irish troops to support the French 
military that are propping up a 
corrupt and brutal regime in Chad 
- a regime that is up to its neck 
in the civil war in Darfur that 
has claimed the lives of 200,000 
Sudanese people.

This is why five years on from 
the US invasion of Iraq it is vital 
that people in Ireland continue 
to join people marching against 
war in the US, Britain and across

are trying to ferment another civil Wish (C®lffl[pDll®04j/ DM 
war after Israel’s failed attempt WshT

Bertie Ahern’s government, now 
supported by the Greens have 
allowed one million US troops 
and countless CIA torture flights

new cold war and arms race with trough Shannon airport destroy-

Ireland complicit with imperialist 
warmongering.

Ahern now wants to take 
this even further by committing the world.

FIVE YEARS on from the inva
sion of Iraq, the terrible cost of 
war is now apparent.
Palestine
In Palestine, we see the utter hy
pocrisy of all the talk by the US and 
its allies about bringing democracy 
to the Middle East.

Israel is unleashing a massacare 
in Gaza (see full report page 6).

The international communitv-, 
led by the US and supported by the 
EU has backed Israel in imposing 
a boycott on the entire Palestinian 
population because they elected 
an Islamic Part}-. Hamas, in fully 
free and fair elections.

This collective punishment of a 
civilian population is a war crime 
under International law. yet the 
Israeli Supreme Court has upheld 
the right of the Israeli military to 
continue the siege of Gaza and 
Ireland and the EU has remained 
silent.
Iraq
Opinion Research Business, a 
British polling firm recently es
timated that 1.2 million Iraqi’s 
have been killed.

42 million Iraqis (almost 20 per 
cent of the Iraqi population) have 
been made refiigees as a result of 
the war and occupation.

US bombing raids, usually in ci-
■ ilian areas, have increased by 500 
per cent in 2007 from the previous 
year and continues today.

The reality of the US “surge” 
is that the number of Iraqi’s 
fleeing their homes has j umped raids going on in Afghanistan than 
dramatically. In the first month in Iraq. The result is that 1,600 
of the “surge” the number of Afghanis have been killed in the 
people being displaced reached last four months. Tens of thousands 
190.000 and the flood has have died since the war began, 
continued.

The ■>. ar has cost $494 bi 11 ion
and is costing $275 million per main cities, 
day. The annual cost of the war f" .
w ould pay for healthcare for 39 rates have fallen since the invasion 
million Americans. despite all the US/NATO propa-

Afghanistan ganda about “reconstruction and
There arc- five times more bombing “nation-building.”

trying to ferment another civil Drosh Complicity dm

to invade the country a year ago, 
which claimed the lives of over 
one thousand men, women and 
children.

The US are also stirring up a

Russia by locating its new missile *r*.s^ neutrality anc^ making 
defence shield in central Europe, Ire,and comDhc,t w,th 
which has in turn prompted Russia 
to develop a new nuclear missile 
system.
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By JOE MOORE

Dun Laoghaire seafront kept public .» :

Battle for St Michaels continues

Baths
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By RICHARD BOYD 
BARRETT

By RICHARD BOYD 
BARRETT

The shape of things to come: 
Privatised bin trucks______

those on social welfare.
However, there are still 

thousands of household
ers across Dublin and Dun

are legally entitled to do.
Charges and privatisa-

ByMELISA HALPIN ___________________
DEVELOPER, NOEL Smyth, has appealed to An Bord 
Plcanala following the Council's decision to reject 
his application to build an eight-storey apartment 
complex on the car-park of St Michael's Hospital In 
Dun Laoghaire.

If An Bord Pio ana la allow the development It 
will put pressure on the hospital to sell the hospital 
Itself. Smyth has already made approaches to the 
hospital management to purchase the hospital.

The Council rejected Smyth’s application at the 
end of last year after major public pressure and 
protests demanding that the hospital be retained 
and upgraded at Its current location.

Council hands over bin 
service to private firm

Galway
Against 
Guantanamo

important enough to 
justify an oral hearing, 
even though huge numbers 
of the public want to have 
their say.

Cosgrave developers 
are proposing to build 
3000 mostly private 
apartments and houses 
at the Golf Club. This 
is the size of a major 
town and will put 
impossible pressure on 
local infrastructure. There 
are similar objections to 
another development in 
Shankill.

Whether in Dun

the park to draw attention 
to the issue. Further 
actions such as a protest 
outside the DCC offices

To submit articles 
or letters to 
Socialist Worker 
you can cantact 
us at 
t (01) 872 3054 
e: editor@swp.ie 
»*• www.swp.ie

Until we protested the I ............... ..........
Council and all the major ■ at the end of February

-vi(Ul/872 2682 
jr details

ALMOST TWO years after 
thousands of residents joined 
Save Our Seafront protests 
to top high-ri .e apartments 
being built on the site of 
Dun l. f'/i'liairc baths, the 
( oufi! il li.ivc finally pro 
'In- - 'I riov/ proposals for 
the baths site.

I rjllo. il>:' t||<- public 
piofc .i,. ili<: ( ‘ouncil were 
forced to abandon their 
plan . >o pi i vali ■ the Baths 
i’-. and contracted Marine 

I .ngincc'iing < on .uliant 
P'.sal Ha,konin;',toc<aminc 
the options for restoring the 
Baths as .a public amenity

DUN LAOGHAIRE- 
RATHDOWN Co Council 
want to wind down the 
Council bin collection 
and hand it over to private 
operators like Panda and 
Greenstar.

They have already re-

Socialist Worker

Laoghaire or Shankill, 
housing development 
should be matched to 
the actual needs of the 
community and should 
not be approved without 
adequate provision of 
local amenities, facilities, 
public transport and road 
infrastructure.

Instead of building huge 
new private developments 
that we don’t want or 
need, the government and 
Council need to provide 
social and affordable 
housing and amenities for 
those that do need them.

FOR THE third time in 15 
years, students in the UCC 
Philosophical Society 
have invited convicted 
Holocaust denier and Nazi 
organiser, David Irving, 
to address one of their 
meeings.

The debate is due to 
take place on Monday 
10th March in the Boole 
complex on the campus.

The topic he will be 
speaking on is Freedom of 
Speech.

Irving received his first 
invite from this society, 
back in 1993.

The meeting however 
did not go ahead as college 
security staff, members 
of SIPTU, withdrew their 
labour on the night.

By HUGH LEWIS

THE CENTRAL Statistics 
Office recently released 
figures showing that there 
are over 220,000 empty 
houses and apartments 
in the country, including 
over 2000 in Dun 
Laoghaire-Rathdown.

But 4,000 people are on 
the council housing list in 
Dun Laoghaire-Rathdown 
who have to wait up to 
eight years to be housed. 
Developers will sit on the 
empty properties while 
people that really need

proposals are focused on 
providing public seafront 
amenities. This is a major 
victory for people power.

seafront. We must also keep 
up the pressure to ensure that 
we are not waiting another 
two years before work to 
restore the baths site as a 
public swimming amenity 
actually starts.

event of Human Rights 
Awareness Week in the 
university.

We also promoted a bus 
to the World Against War 
demo in Dublin.

We also organised a 
series of3 documentary 
evenings to commemorate 
the 5"’ anniversary of the 
global Anti-War protests 
in 2003 including a film 
about Guantanamo.

The aim was to raise 
awareness about the 
illegal detention of over 
700 prisoners since 2001 
and support through a 
campaign of postcards 
“Send hope from Galway” 
to the Guantanamo 
detainees.

w'heelie bins to PANDA at 
€1 each, while a householder 
who has to buy a new bin 
from the Council will be 
charged €45. This is a di
rect corporate subsidy with 
taxpayer’s money.

In Wicklow, once the 
Council service was shut 
down private companies 
like Greenstar massively 

moved eight council bin increased their charges and 
trucks from service and are they continue to rise every 
now planning to remove year. Private companies will 
more. also do away with any waiver

They are refusing to collect system for pensioners and 
the bins from householders •*--------------:~l ,r-~-
who haven't registered a 
name to be billed.

The Council even sold

Residents demanded 
an inquiry into the sham 
consultation of the plans by 
the council.

The lack of democracy 
and local representation 

; was condemned and the 
promises of two of the local 
councillors were greeted 
with scepticism. Residents 
are determined to use 
people power to force DCC 
to listen to them.

parties on the council 
adamant that a f , , 
amenity was “unrealistic.” | 
One councillor even called 
us “mad.” ______________ ....

I he public must be prop- Environmental Impact 
Ai’IvJ iiutnltiarl •

Empty properties but thousands 
still waiting on the housing list

them still cannot afford a 
home.

Local residents in Dun 
Laoghaire lodged over 
300 objections to the first 
phase of the proposed 
development at the Golf 
Club but the Council 
showed its contempt for 
the wishes of local people 
and approved it anyway.

Now An Bord Planala 
has refused to grant 
a public oral hearing 
for the appeal on the 
Council’s decision. The 
Bord is claiming that 
the development is not

and have now proposed two Neither have a privatised 
options to tlte Council for the high-rise or apartment de- 
redevclopment of the site, velopment and that both

On the second occasion, 
November 1999, a protest 
of over 600 people 
succeeded in having the 
meeting called off. 

The “Stop Irving 
Campaign” is calling 
on all decent people 
to contact the college 
authorities and the 
Philosophical Society to 
demand they withdraw the 
invitation to Irving.

If this demand falls 
on deaf ears, then the 
Campaign is calling on all 
anti fascists, from around 
the country to gather at the 
main UCC entrance on the 
Western Road at 6.30 on 
Monday 10th March, so 
that we can ensure by 
people power, that there 
will be no platform for 
fascists in Cork.

Cherry Orchard resists 
DCC building plans
By ALICE MAHON communities affected by

DUBLIN CITY Council 
have put forward plans 
to build in excess of 4,000 
housing units in a local 
park. Orchard Park, in

Laoghaire that are refusing easy. This should be paid 
to pay tire bin tax. Many resi- for through a just taxation 
dents ar e throwing their own system not on charges that 
rubbish into the back of the hurt the less well off to 
Council lorries - which they line the pockets of private 

’ " ’■ companies.
We also need to tax indus

tion have been a disaster try and big business hat are 
for the environment. Since the main producers of waste 
bin charges were introduced and stop them from putting 
and waste services were pri- unnecessary packaging on 
vatised in most parts of the their products.
country, dumping and bum- The public should remem- 
ing of rubbish has massively ber that all tire main political 
increased. One quarter of all parties - Fianna Fail, Fine 
domestic waste nationally is Gael, the PD’s, Greens and 
unaccounted for. Labour have voted to make

We need a national re- you pay bin charges and are 
cycling infrastructure that supporting the privatisation 
makes recycling free and of waste collection.

ByKIRAN EMRICH

THE SWPin Galway 
alongside Galway Alliance

| Against War and Amnesty 
1 International organised

Ruhal Ahmed, a former 
J detainee of Guantanamo,

to speak in the Galway last 
month.

Ruhal and two 
friends, also from Tipton 
in England, spent two 
years in Guantanamo 
after being abducted in 
Afghanistan following 
a family wedding in 

i Pakistan.
40 people attended in 

NUIG and later 70 at a 
meeting in the city centre. 
The event was the biggest

Nazi organiser 
invited to UCC

j this development into 
consideration.

Local residents 
proposed that posters be 
placed on the railings of

the Cherryorchard area of
Ballyfermot.

At a meeting held
il me major I at the end of February | in Ballyfermot and mass 
ouncil were organised by Orchard ■ leafleting of the area were 
fully public 1 Lawns Community Group also agreed.
unrealistic.” ’ Brid Smith from People Residents demanded 
".. .. - J.LJ Before Profit proposed 

that there should be an
j - - r- IIB 111 |/41V t

erly involved in finalising : Study carried out on all of 
the plans for the baths and Ballyfermot.
.... * 11 f ' It was also agreed that

all of the communities in 
Cherryorchard be invited 
to a meeting to develop a 
strategy on how to force 
Dublin City Council to 
take the needs of the

mailto:editor@swp.ie
http://www.swp.ie
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By NIALL SMYTH

The Campaign’s posi-

also strongly recommends

US Military tests space weapons over Ireland

to

'MS

Phone.

WHAT THE SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY STANDS FOR

SIVP

greater political and economic 
democracy.

working class.
Wo are for full social, 
economic and political equality 
for women.

Wo opposo Immigration 
controls which are always 
racist.

workers gain.
Our flag Is neither green nor 

orange but redl

FOR A REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
To win socialism socialists 
noed to organise In a 
revolutionary party.

This party needs to arguo 
against right-wing Ideas and 
for overthrowing the system.

Wo call for co-operation 
hotwoon loft wing parties and 
the formation of a strong 
socialist bloc.

Wo stand for fighting trade 
unions and for independent 
rank and file action.

who cannot generate the 
massive revenues.”

The launch of the scheme

)n 
schemes which use children 
as marketing agents.

D
I
D

receipts.
 R40 Samsung Laptop (rrp 

€758)= €348,500 worth of 
receipts.

100 attend Liberties 
redevelopment meeting

i worsened in recent 
weeks. Currently up

AGAINST IMPERIALISM AND 
WAR

| War Ift a constant feature of 
capitalism today as the 
Imperialist powers try to 
dominate the earth,

fi j ’//ar on Terrorism" 
a crude device to attack any 

country which threatens US 
military, strategic or economic 
dominance

to be run by Depaul trust 
will be unable to open 
its doors as planned. 
This project would have 
provided 30 homes and 
help to move people 
on from emergency 
accommodation 
thus making more 
beds available in the 
emergency system.

Also, a new homeless 
service in Middle 
Abbey St., designed 
to address the issue of 
people who are homeless 
congregating on the 
boardwalk has also been 
denied funds for running 
costs despite funding 
having previously been 
approved and a building 
provided (refurbished 
and fitted) by Dublin City 
Council.

The Homeless Network 
maintains the lack of 
move on accommodation 
in the form of social 
housing has led to the 
situation where some 
people are forced to 
stay in emergency 
accommodation on 
a long term basis. 
This has helped lead 
to an emergency 
accommodation system 
recently unable to fully 
cope with the fluctuation 

; in demand for beds that 
; can happen.

Meanwhile the HSE 
' continues to pay Brendan 

Drumm and an army of 
HSE managers salaries 
of hundreds of thousands 
of euros who do nothing 
except cut needed health 
posts and sendees for 
the most vulnerable in 
society.

Capit»i<*>m H wrecking the 
Ihree of millions **4 
endangering the planet.

A new society can only he 
constructed when if •: worker* 
take control of the wealth and 
plan its production and 
distribution for human need 
and not profit.

Socialist Worker 3

1 called for equal access to ICT 

against water charges will I 
to nrtntinup Anvnnp ' 

interested in joining 
Communities Against 
the Water Tax can phone 
07973528772, or email 
info@niapn.org

the local community 
will be excluded 
from the important 
decisions. When DCC 
were asked how public 
amenities and suggestions 
w ere going to be paid 
for it was said that it 
w ould be done through 
•equity release’. Roughly 
translated this means the 
selling off of public land.

We aim to make sure 
that the development of 
the Liberties is for the 
benefit of local people and 
not developers.

own satellites in a test of 
an anti-satellite missile.

Therefore this ‘test’ 
represents a major 
escalation in the space
weapons race.

The U.S. continues to 
refuse to sign onto any 
treaties banning space 
weapons.

During the Cold War, 
the U.S. and Russia 
carried out about 50 anti
satellite tests.

Now, the U.S. sees 
itself as leading the race 
to weaponise space. 
Hence, in the words of 
New York Times reporter 
Thom Shanker, “The 
United States has resisted 
suggestions that a new 
arms-control regime be 
negotiated to govern 
space weapons, and has 
asserted its sovereign right 
to defend its own access 
to space and to deny it to 
others in future wars.”

it has since become clear 
that there will be separate 
water charges and these 
will be listed separately on 
each rates bill.

Further, water will 
be considered a separate 
utihn charge and. 
therefore, not liable to 
relief and rebate as arc 
the rates. Rather, there is 
a proposal to develop an 
affordability tariff for 

low -income households. 
We saw in earlier 
proposals that there is 
nothing affordable about 
‘affordability ’ tariffs; 
rather they will cause real 
hardship tor households 
living on low incomes.

And while those at the 
bottom of society will not 
get any of the benefits 
of pay ing v ia their rates 
bills, those at the top w ill 
- the £400.000 cap on the 
capital value of houses, 
on which rates bills are 
calculated, will remain in 
place for water charges.

As the recent BBC 
documentary ‘Diamonds 
and the dole” highlighted, 
for those living solely on 
benefits the introduction 
of any additional charges 
will push a lot of people 
further into poverty. An 
Assembly Committee 
has even admitted that, 
despite even if the 
proposed ‘affordability 
tariff' is introduced, 
11% of Northern Ireland 
households can expect 
to live in water poverty 
should the charges come 
into effect.”

It’s clear that the fight

byROISIN RYDER_______

DUBLIN CITY Council 
is drawing up an area 
fra mew ork plan for the 
Liberties area- People 
are fearful because of 
w hat happened in the 
Cork St area where the 
redev elopment w as driven 

profiteers and not for 
people’s needs.

The Liberties 
efopment Action

f>rocp w a~ formed after a 
pebix meeting ofover 100 
people hooted by People 
Before Profit. There w 
a grr/n ing concern that

WATER CHARGES 

No way - We 
STILL won’t pay
ByGORETTI HORGAN

NORTHERN IREL AND 
Water Ltd has announced 
it wants to take £20 
million more a year from 
households in water 
charges. It’s now clear that 
Sinn Fein and the DI p are 
intent on imposing water 
charges

\ the parties promised 
in the course of the last 
election sa d that thes 
would not bring in water 
charges. These were

.'w promises Minister 
Conor Murphy tried to 
present himself as on the 
- cc - those who he wants 
to pay water charges. Part 
ot his spin has been to say 
that people have made 
: ciear they are willing 

to pas for upgrading the 
- ater and sew age ss stem 

; thes haven’t I as long as 
it’s a fair charge.

W hat people clearly 
said, and voted for. is to 
pas ONLY through general 
taxation. The advantage of 
this is that people w ould 
pa> according to their 
ability to pas and paving 
for w ater through general 
taxation would make it 
clear that water is not a 
commodity like electricity 
or cas but a necessitv of 
life.

In an attempt to avoid 
the blame for bringing 
in water charges after 
promising that they 

ou’dn'n the Executive 
set up an “Independent 
Panel" to look at water 
charges and ai how to 
make them more popular. 
The Independent Panel 
seemed to get the message 
that people are not willing 
to pay separate water 
charges and recommended 
that they be collected via 
the rates bills. However.

have to continue. Anyone '

By DONAL MAC 
FHEARRAIGH

THE U.S. military 
announced plans in mid
February to shoot down a 
5,000-pound spy satellite 
by firing a missile into 
space.

News reports in Ireland 
focused on the possibility 
of debris falling in Ireland. 
But it had much more 
sinister undertones.

According to a New 
York Times report, “The 
effort will be a real-world 
test of the nation’s anti- 
ballistic missile systems 
and its anti-satellite 
abilities, even though the 
Pentagon said it was not 
using the effort to test its 
most exotic weapons or 
send a message to any 
adversaries.”

A few weeks ago 
Bush criticised China for 
shooting down one of its

a. * ;lt
Over 100 members of Dublin's Palestinian community 
who protested at the Spire over renewed Israeli 
attacks on Gaza after Israel's deputy defense minister 
Matan Vllnal threatened Palestinians in Gaza with a 
•'holocaust". Pic: Donal Mac Fhearraigh

THE CAMPAIGN for 
Commercial-Free Education 
has condemned Tesco’s 
“Computers for Schools” 

: voucher scheme as exploita
tive and discriminatory and 
said it will further widen the 
gap between rich and poor 
schools as highlighted on 
last week’s Prime Time 
programme.

The Campaign of teachers 
and parents has rubbished 

1 Tesco’s claim that primary 
schools receive “Free” 

i Computing Equipment and

REVOLUTION
The present system c*"™* bc‘ 
patched up or reformed. The 
courts, the army and police 
exist to defend the Interests of 
the wealthy.

To destroy capitalism, we 
need to remove the P^sent 
state structures and crca~ 

, ■ m«»r-d on mucnworkers

1

shopping.
Campaign for

Commercial-Free Education

By DONAL MAC 
FHEARRAIGH_________ _

THE VOLUNTARY 
Network of homeless 
services in Dublin, 
a network of 23 
organisations working 
to tackle and prevent 
homelessness in Dublin, 
has criticised the HSE for 
cutting their funding.

It means that the 
Government target 
of ending long-term 
homelessness by 2010

i cannot now be reached. 
The situation for

| homeless people has

to 100 people per night 
can’t access emergency 

! accommodation and have 
to sleep rough.

The Homeless Network 
i said it knows of at least 

60 such applications 
from NGOs that will now 
not receive any funding. 
The lack of funding 
to cover essential staff 

i costs means that one 
brand new long-term

END RACISM AND 
OPPRESSION

. Wo oppose all forms of 
oppression and racism. This

| divides and weakens the

FOR WORKERS’ UNITY IN THE 
NORTH
Wo ntanrl for workers unity 
against the Assembly 
politicians and Blair 
governmont.

Llko ijroat socialist James 
Connolly, wo believe that 
partition ha > brought about a 
‘carnival of reaction'

Wo want to see an Irish 
workers republic whore all

i Join th® Socialists
| Fill in the form and send to
I SWP PO Box 1648 Dublin 8
I
| Name..................................... .

I Address..............................!........................................<

|| Email...................................... ™
I
I

eastes ora @ra OogfeO ©nW®
for all children irrespective of Chairperson Mr. Joseph in the Republic coincides accommodation project 
their spending power. Fogarty said “Tesco wish with 20,000 new laptops to be run by Depaul trm 

According to the 2007 to capitalise on the fact that being delivered to schools *----w“ *"
Tesco Computers for Schools schools in the Republic have in Northern Ireland under 
Catalogue parents will have had no government funding a programme being rolled 
to spend a vast sum of money whatsoever towards the pur- out by the Department of 
to get basic equipment. chase or maintenance of Education there.
 Basic Desktop PC (rrp computers for five years. The Campaign’s posi- 

€525) = €232,400 worth of Desperate schools are tion echoes INTO policy 
-----. tempted to do the work of that schools should be free 

company promoters and ad- from proof of purchase incen- 
vertise Tesco to children as five schemes while the Irish 
young as 4. Such schemes Primary Principals Network

■ Basic Samsung Digital widen the “Digital Divide” also strongly recommends 
Camera (price €58.79) between richer schools and that Principals do not partici- 
= €31,900 worth of smaller or poorer schools pate in voucher redemptioi
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Recent protest over exploitation of agency workers

by JOE MOORE. CORK

the strike

Ireland’s hidden workforce

Belfast Village:Victory for people power— iwiul

200 attend meeting on 
agency workers rights

22 cents an hour « as 
. workers.

THE VALUE of Irelands 
exports and imports 
passing through our 
seapoi Is is now in excess 
off 150 Billion per 
annum.

Uiifortuimlely since 
Ireland owns mils Hille 
mure Ilian a Inmdlnl of 
meiclianl ships, over 
90% ol these goods are

ByTONYAYTON,
Ex International Transport 
Workers Federation (ITF) 
senior inspector dealing 
with maritime issues.

A CROWD of over 
200 people attended 
a meeting in Cork, 
organised by SIPTU. to 

•• v •' 
Worker*.

More and more 
employers are moving 
away from hiring direct 
employee* and Inetead 
uising employment 
agencies to provide 
them with staff.

Agency workers 
are paid well below 
the agreed rates of 
pay, particularly In 
the construction and 
catering industries.

Worker* are also 
denied many statutory 
rights, and do not have 
holiday and pension 
entitlements.

■ - sir .:
Fifty union

ioaris Joint Labour

higher than the

WHI \ THE Irish Hotel 
Federation celebrated a 
..i j in Kilkenny

to be challenged".
He wants a shift in 

direction so that the 
union never settles 
for pay rises that are 
less than the rate of 
inflation and promotes 
resistance to the 
oncoming wave of 
redundancies.
Contact the campaign at 
087 2839964 
or kallen@iol.le 
or www.kieranallen.org

nutin c 'The

defeated’

This of course 
Increases profits for the 
bosses

The meeting was 
attended Junior 
Minister for Labour 
Affairs, Billy Kelleher, 
T.D. who stated that 
the Government 
had no Intention of 
Implementing the 
EU Directive which 
would give a degree 
of protection to these 
workers.

Ireland Is one of only 
three countries refusing 
to agree this Directive.

Although this 
campaign Is a welcome 
Initiative from SIPTU, to 
be successful It needs to 
mobilise workers In all 
Industries, both In the 
workplaces and on the 
streets.

By KIERAN ALLEN______
SIPTU MEMBERS at „ ____ ____ .
the Novum plant on the at the Dublin plant.

i. -J -- • — The workers at Novum
have shown a determina
tion that is a model for 
trade unionists through
out the country.

SIPTU:
Wte Kferam tor

Secretay
KIERAN ALLEN, a SIPTU 
shop steward In UCD for 
ten years, is standing as 
a grassroots candidate 
for General Secretary of 
SIPTU.

The election will take 
place between the end of 
April and May.

He is also using 
his campaign to build 
support for workers 
struggles.

He is campaigning 
in support of agency 
workers and has been 
on protests organised 
by building workers and 
Hotel workers, as well 
as building solidarity for 
strikes like Novum In 
Dublin.

Kieran said, “SIPTU 
has gone too soft 
and needs to change. 
Benchmarking has failed 
to deliver in the public 
sector and restrictions 
on private sector workers 
putting in any ‘cost
increasing’ claims needs

Residents of the Village area of Belfast won a major victory after a long battle over much needed redevelopment of the housing in 
their area. Many houses dating from the Victorian era have no central heating. Many elderly people have to live without electricity or 

running water and only have the use of an outside toilet.Margaret Ritchie, Nl Social Development Minister, announced an immediate 7 million fund with a further 100 million to follow to

However, this move only came after years of protests and demonstrations by residents of the village. It's a major victory for

Margaret Couchman, secretary of the Greater Village Housing Focus Group, said “After all these years of fighting and protesting 
and trying to get a decent standard of living for people here we just can’t believe something is finally happening”.
t II thUSt th” * Wa'*t0 S°t0 the h°meS °f theSe e,derly Pe°P|.e wh0 are h’vingin a house with no heating in this freezing weather to 
tell them they don t have long to wait Dona/Mac Fhearraigh_________________________

Banquet for Hotel 
Federation but 
workers denied 
22 cent increase

I '4 

■

I.' /I
Clonshaugh industrial es
tate in the Coolock area of 
Dublin have been on strike 
for six weeks to defend an 
important union employ
ment principle: Last In, 
First Out.

At the time of going stood up for the temporary 
to press Novum manage- workers in the past.

Many of these migrant
„„.; were being paid should build solidarity for 

at the minimum wage the strike

enforcement of same, is 
quite rightfully on the 
agenda.

I think it is time that 
the social partners, 
now also turned their 
attention to the question 
of the rights and 
entitlements of Irelands 
hidden workforce - the 
foreign seafarers who 
carry ourvital exports 
to the marketplace and 
who bring in the vital 
imports without which 
our economy could not 
function.

ment looked like they were p ■_ 
about to accept the union’s workers 
demands.

The company imposed 
lay-offs but instead ofabid
ing by the older fairer 
principle, it wanted to pick 
and choose who to retain 
and who to let go.

In one case a worker 
who been at the plant 
for 35 years was let go 
while someone who was 
employed for six months 
was retained.

I he unions concluded 
a Temporary Worker 
A") 'Sii<.iitwilhlhcc<xn|xtny 
in 1991 which governed 
l.iy oil . but lhe < om 
p.my '.'.'' nr delerinincd 
lo break il

Hi' ompuiy has recently 
opened a non-union plant

crews. The result is all 
to often that the crews 
of these ships have pay 
and conditions that are 
greatly substandard and 
these unfortunate crews 
are often denied their 
most basic human and 
civil rights.

At this point in time 
the social partners in 
our country are again 
turning their attention 
(o the subject of a new 
National Agreement 
and the question of 
workers rights and the

It was t<x> much for 
die llll' who screamed 
that it would make them 
'uncompetitive'. Their 
legal case was that 
state regulation was an 
interference with their 
property rights.

They only senled the 
High Court case recently 
because the Employment 
Regulation Order granting 
the extra 22 cents was 
deferred.

This lavish increase 
cannot be backdated 
'.he skinflints in lhe hotel 
industry have already 
sax cd costs.

1 he hotel industry is 
a substantial beneficiary 
of EL and state aid. 
it has received €46.2 
million in El Regional 
Dex ciopment Funds plus 
extra VAT refunds from 
the government since 
2007.

But while it has no 
problem taking hand 
outs, it objects to state 
interference to help its 
w orkers.

One third of xvorkers 
in the hotel industry are 
migrant workers and 
many are employ ed on 
short term contracts.

We need a big 
unionisation drive in this 
sector and Irish Ferries 
style protests if the Irish 
Hotel Federation makes 
any further attacks on its 
workforce.

Agwcy Workers

7

handled by foreign owned 
ships.

Almost half of these 
foreign ships and almost 
all container ships 
trading into our seaports 
operate under what is 
known as the Flag of 
Convenience system.

This is n system 
where the line owners 
of the vessels distance 
themselves from the 
responsibility of being the 
owners ol the vessels and 
limu (heir responsibilities 
as lhe employers of (he

trade mronism
in Roscommon so it may rate but pressure by the 
be embarking on a strat- union saw their pay rates 
egy to weaken the union improve.

As a result, there is 
fantastic solidarity on 
the strike.

New workers whom 
.. ........ ....... the company wanted to 
They have built a strong keep on the pay roll have 

union at plant level and have J°lned their colleagues on 
, the picket line.

If the dispute contin
ues every trade unionist

I
I

Li
Kieran Allen

'.......

mailto:kallen@iol.le
http://www.kieranallen.org
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Association
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By DONAL MAC FHEARRA1GH

□Irish leaders desperate teeRfes

• <

a

privatise Ireland’s 
ambulance service

Agreement: are 
the colonies back?

Out 
Now

€5 plus 1 
postage. 
From 
Bookmarks 
PO Box 1648 
Dublin 8 
or visit 
voteno.le

Hotel, Wednesday 19th March 
at 730pm, on “The Lisbon 
Treaty: Military Implications 
for Ireland”.

Speakers from a wide range 
of organisations spoke at the 
meetings. They included the 
union UNITE, the Irish Anti 
War Movement, Sinn Fein, 
People Before Profit and the 
SWP. At all these meetings 
people volunteered to 
campaign once a date for the 
referendum was declared.

Sinead Kennedy who 
edits the VoteNo.ie website 
pointed out that many groups 
are working together on the 
campaign while using their 
own leaflets and pamphlets 
and (hat the VoteNo.ie website 
is a resource that all arc lice 
to use,

de-regulate and privatise these 
services”.

FF know that once the 
Irish electorate knows that 
ratification of Lisbon will 
mean further attacks on 
public services like health 
and education, the gradual 
incorporation of Ireland into 
a militarised Europe and 
the further erosion of our 
democratic rights, the Irish 
electorate will join the French 
and Dutch voters and reject 
this Treaty.

“unreadable””.
“The Treaty is particularly 

objectionable from the point 
of view of trade unionists and 
those concerned with issues 
like social inequality because 
it establishes economic rules 
for the EU that will oblige 
member states to privatise and 
introduce charges for essential 
public services. It also removes 
the national veto on changes in 
EU policy on key areas such as 
health and education making 
it easier for the EU elite to

AN ATTEMPT by the HSE to
7—te. through the privatisation decide on what industrial 
of Ireland's ambulance sen ice * ' ” "
using EU laws was met with a 
strong 
amr_.lar.ee drivers voted 16 to 
ere frr industrial action at the 
er.d cf February.

The Health Service Executive
HSE ri-aimed h • as obliged to in negotiations when the HSE guarantee that services like the lives.

EMERGENCY AVKrtjutcEl B1

initiate a tendering competition went behind the unions back and 
r-, , ----- r

the usual channels to insure the 
union would not notice.

The HSE then went ahead and 
actually awarded three contracts 
to private companies.

The HSE claims that the con-

1 999 service would not be out
advertised for contracts avoiding sourced to private companies.

A SIPTU spokesperson said 
“Given our treatment so far by 
the HSE in relation to this mat
ter we can no longer take their 
word on maintaining a public 
ambulance service”.

The case shows how the

was forced to admit that in 
legal terms the EU would 
continue to work exactly 
the same and that the 
consequences of rejecting the 
Treaty would be primarily felt 
on the political side.

Richard Boyd Barrett, said 
“The government’s strategy is 
one of deliberately keeping the 
public ignorant and hoping to 
achieve a yes vote by attacking 
those on the NO side as anti
European. The treaty was 
deliberately written so as to be

LISBON TREATY DEBATE

EU wants to

SWP MEMBERS helped 
organise a series of successful 
meetings on the Lisbon Treaty 
tn February.

Over 4# people attended 
a Vote 50 meeting in Cork 
Galway SO to Lisbon Treaty 

Campaign' was set up at a 
meeting that drew 70 people- 
A Vote SO meeting m Rialto, 
Dublin drew some twenty 
people.

A previous meeting in 
the same area drew 30. I he 
People Before profit Mliam <• 
hosted a lively meeting of o- r 
20 people in FingJas, Dublin. 
Over 60 people came to a Vote 
NO launch meeting in Hun 
Laoghaire.

The Galway group are 
hosting a series of meetings. 
The first is in the Harbour

By SINEAD KENNEDY

WITH MORE the 60 percent 
of the e:ec-.orate s-iii undecided 
the Yes campaign are resorting 
to increasingly desperate 
tactics 'uitr. government 
ministers and business elites 
outdoing one another with 
doom-laden predictions. They 
are desperate not to argue on 
the substance of the Treaty.

How ever Johannes 
Laitenberger. the European 
Commission spokesperson.

Vote NO meetings draw large attendance

^*2^

By JOSE ANTONIO GUTIERREZ, Research & Development 
Officer, LASC

SINCE THE end of the Cold War Europe has been trying to 
recover its former status as a world power.

Two major steps have been taken recently in that 
direction: first, the Lisbon Treaty which aims at centralising 
power in the hands of the EC; and secondly, a series 
of bi-regional agreements with the former area of 
European influence, in the form of Economic Partnership 
Agreements or EPAs, with Africa and the Caribbean, 
and the “Association Agreements” with Central America 
and the Andean Community of Nations (CAN -Peru. 
Bolivia, Ecuador and Colombia). These AAs and EPAs, 
although dealing with three main areas of concern (political 
dialogue, cooperation and trade) are nothing but Free Trade 
agreements in disguise.

The EU-CAN Association Agreement currently at a 
negotiation stage pushes privatisation, free trade and market 
openings for water, energy and other services, in its own 
words, “beyond the WTO’s basic rules". This agreement 
pushes an economic agenda that favours European 
companies while at the same time it declares itself to be 
“based on respect for and the promotion of human rights, 
democracy and good governance".

However, in the region there has been massive opposition 
to privatisation and numerous attempts by people's 
organisations to end it. The people have said, in all possible 
and unequivocal ways, that they do not desire basic services 
such as water to be privatised. The agreement, therefore, 
turns its back on the will of the people.

The document states that its intention is to “help create 
conditions for reducing poverty, promote decent work and 
more equitable access to social services, as well as ensure 
an appropriate balance between economic, social and 
environmental components in a sustainable development 
context'. However, it also states its intention to “set out the 
conditions for the gradual establishment of a Free Trade 
Area between the two regions, and develop both intra- and 
bi-regional trade exchanges". Experience has shown that 
both objectives are contradictory.

As a consolation, we get a vague declaration of good 
will: “.. .taking into account different levels of development 
in the EU and in the Andean Community, region-to-region 
asymmetries may be considered, where necessary, in all 
trade and trade-related areas discussed in the course of 
negotiations, for instance by agreeing to different timings 
for transitional periods". However, the document goes on 
to say that “taking into account their levels of development, 
the Andean Community countries will be allowed a 
certain measure of flexibility in overall terms as well as in 
individual sectors and sub-sectors. Anv transitional period 
should in principle not exceed 10 years".

But no clear indication is given about setting 
development milestones. This is all very telling of the 
Neoliberal agenda being veiled behind a humanist language.

This is all made even more vague and meaningless when 
we consider “the importance attached to the principles 
and rules which govern international trade, in particular 
under the auspices of the WTO, and to the need to apply 
them in a transparent and non-discriminatory manner will 
be underlined". This has been proved to run contrary to 
the development interests of the Global South. And also, 
it renders the point about asymmetries void of meaning. 
Especially because the strongest party in the negotiations - 
the EU - can claim any such a measure to be discriminatory.

Despite its rhetoric, it is clear that the EU-CAN 
Association Agreement will undermine the Andean 
people’s efforts to regain democratic control of their 
economies and resources. But also, it advances a project 
of a Global Europe, outlined by the EU Trade Comissioner 
Peter Mandelson: a Europe that is competitive in the 
global context -this can be read as a Europe of flexibility, 
precarity, out of the control of its citizens and to the service 
of a few business people gathered in ERT. The struggle 
against EU-CAN AA is actually in the interest of the people 
of the two regions.

In the face of a global offensive by TNCs and of the 
global resistance it’s creating in many regions, particularly 
in Latin America, LASC believes it is necessary to 
strengthen cooperation between European and Latin 
American activists.

Links should be made to join efforts and to learn 
from each other. For that reason, in the upcoming Latin 
America Week, from the 7,h to the 12th of April, we will 
have the opportunity to exchange with activists from Italy 
. Colombia , Ecuador and the Netherlands , who come to 
share their experience in fighting back water privatisation 
ami building up community resistance and alternatives to 
the single-minded privatisation model. We welcome the 
participation of ever) one in the events we are organising 
(visit www.lasc.ie for information) and in the campaign we 
are preparing against the EU-CAN AA.

under EU regulations.
The workers were due to 

ac
tion to take as Socialist Worker 
was going to press. A SIPTU

•g respensa when the 1200 spokesperson said that they
-------- ir would probably call for an all

out strike to begin at the end of tracts were for services such as
March. ferrying patients between hospi- agenda behind the Lisbon Treaty

The HSE and SIPTU were tals, but they would not give any can affect us in our everyday

amr_.lar.ee
http://www.lasc.ie
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was not a one off event.”

spoke to Socialist Worker. con-

Thc 
a poistft

at the GhaZ c’.ALihalla textile mill in 
isu on last month call-

Hosni

Palestinians, the majority civilians, 
in the five day assault and injured 
over 350 people. In contrast, only

soldiers and one civilian.
As Israel “withdrew” from

network coordinator for Gaza, and 
Mona el-Farra, a doctor at Al Awda

health of people is deteriorating.
“On Monday everyone in Gaza

Protests
Amjad and Mona are both call-

Catro Conference 
gether activists from 
and neoliberalism.

remote control.
“This is a disproportionate war 

between an army and a people’s ....
pie’s right to resist occupation.” 

_  Amjad said, “Israel killed chil-
went to funerals of those killed in dren in its attack. Were they filing

Amjad said, “We are hoping 
------------1—

This was foiled after clashes that will act to help us. We need help

By MATTHEW COOKSON

ISRAEL UNLEASHED tenor on 
the Palestinian people of the Gaza 
Strip in March, when it launched 
a 
airstrikes.

It claimed it was attempting to youth every day. 
stop the Hamas Islamist move- *

Top: Woman In wroclmi'o of Gaza; Bottom: Palestinian famlllo. . ---------------------------------------
raluga. eamp in tho Gaza Strip, 1 March 2008. (Wisr.am Nassa^ c«”«‘ant Israeli air strikes just outside the Jabaila

“Any new military opera
tion will increase our problems.

' A r.vpolice beating Palestinians 
en vec across the bg>pt. liielling angry pro

tests in the capital Cairo. Mubarak was forced to back 
down and begin negotiations with Hamas.

v e has s!m '.ed back into the Egyptian

vur *  The attack on Gaza is the latest
1.5 million Palestinians living in part of the US and Israel’s plans identity and nationality.” 

Palestinian people’s resistance to the Gaza Strip were already suf- to destroy Hamas. This month’s 
their oppression. fering from the Israeli siege that issue of Vanity Fair magazine

Israel murdered over 100 began in 2006. reveals how George Bush was
“   .  . outraged when Hamas won the ing for people in Britain and other

lr HO® 11 SliWITkSg® Palestinian parliamentary elections countries to show solidarity with
“Now it’s getting worse. We are in January 2006. the people of Gaza by joining pro-

three Israelis died, including two spending most of the day without He launched a plan to get the tests, such as the 15 March World 
--,J:------ j-------: -i-_ electricity. There is a shortage of Palestinian president Mahmoud Against War demonstrations.

fuel to operate water wells and Abbas and his Fatah movement Amjad said, “We are hoping 
Gaza on the following Monday run ambulances. to prepare a coup against Hamas, that the people who value justice
—just as US secretary of state “Any new military opera- This was foiled after clashes that will act to help us. We need help 
Condoleezza Rice was about to tion will increase our problems, led to Hamas taking control of to get hope forthose who are los- 
arrive for a two-day visit—its lead- The Palestinians are facing a Gaza in June last year. ing some of it every day. People
ers were already pledging further catastrophe.” “It looks like what happened in the prison of Gaza feel alone,
attacks on Gaza. Mona said, “Last Saturday the wasn’t so much a coup by Hamas And we need to feel that people

Prime minister Ehud Olmert hospital received 69 injured peo- but an attempted coup by Fatah • — • •
said, “We are in the midst of a pie. These casualties were more that was pre-empted by Hamas
combat action. What happened than the capacity of the hospital’s before it could happen,” said David with the people in Palestine by
WaS nOt a one off event ” |*»r*zlc rinz-! txjzzx zvrvsr'ltinrr f Ivont roc irm cot* -V Cvrrvvnr nrl.rina^ T TC Z ~ __ 4— -_ _____ .. _ . .. .

Amjad Shawa,PalestinianNGO Many of the injured had to lie vice-president Dick Cheney,
network coordinator for Gaza, and on the floor.

“We had to evacuate some ,
hospital in Jabalia refugee camp, of the injured people to another Mona. “But it is trying to hide the our children and infants ” 
snnlre m Snrialkr Worker hospital. Some were left to bleed fact that the occupation is con- " • • —

"These have been very diffi- until they died because of a lack tinuing. Israel stopped directly 
It days.” said Amjad. “A huge of resources. occupying Gaza in 2004, but it ,1Hlt

"There is little electricity in the is still controlling our lives by not alone ”

Egypt: strikes 
shake US ally 
b) HOSSAM EL-HAMALAWY,
Egyptian jownatist • aratxstneyarabawy_________________

Hosni Mubarak s regime Is a key US ally In the 
Middle East. Last month hundreds of thousands 
of Palestinians in the Gaza Strip poured Into 
Egypt after demolishing the border fence built 
tw Israel Mubarak had sealed the border as part 
of a US Israeli siege on the Palestinian territory 
intended to destroy Hamas - the resistance 
movement that won the 2006 elections.

V- re by E ;ypti.in security forces to failed after 
. . . con!rented by Palestinians and resistance

Mona said, “Protests against 
... . Israel’s attacks are important,

-ipying Gaza in 2004, but it They make us feel that we are

1 i'-e text.ie mill die biggest in the Middle East.
. a has been instrumental in 

■' r. ..•- : •.,■ re_i"-.e ..no making economic concessions.
In February the workers stormed out of their factory 

c ’ " ,.-g. 'Dow in down Hosni Mubarak! Your rule is 
s As they spilled out into the Nile Delta town they 
were joined by up to 10,000 local people.

The protest inside the factory began by demanding 
 r.se m national minimum wage. The demonstra- 

as called the day before the National Council 
:. ■ ages - the government body in charge of setting 
the minimum wage - was due to convene for the first 
time since the mid-1980s.

The minimum wage in Egypt has been held at £3.26 
 m. mb. since 1984 - while inflation has rocketed.

The ■■ orkers are demanding the government raise the 
minimum wage to £112 a month.

The protest was organised in secret by left wing 
activists in the factory. Bosses called in police in riot 
gear. At this point the workers stormed the gates and

They marched through the streets waving loaves 
: f bread and chanting, “We are sick of eating beans 
while the rich eat chicken and pigeons.” Others 
chanted against Mubarak’s son and heir, “Gamal 
Mubarak, tell your dad we hate him!”

Kama! al-Fayoumi, a union organiser and activist in 
the “trial textile workers’union, told the crowds, 
“We are demanding social justice for all workers 
in Egypt We w ant all the resources shared equally 
between workers and peasants, and not for this gov
ernment of businessmen.”

Doct in Egypt have also threatened to strike 
if their demands over pay are not met. They are the 
latest gro up to join a wave of popular unrest led by 
Egyptian workers and peasants.

Hamdy ei-Sayyed, head of the Egyptian Doctors’ 
Syndi.ate. "We want to offer a high standard of 
healthcare in Egypt," he said. “We don’t want doctors 
to have to absent themselves from their hospital duties 
ir. order to run after work in [private] clinics.”

The demonstration mark . a deepening of the wave 
of industrial struggle that began in Ghazi el-Mahalla 
in December 2W»6.

I hat Tike over bonuses set the standard for a wave 
umilar disputes, including those of rail workers, 

. cement workers and tax collectors.
. ; i: protest also marks a shift in the tempo

■ ; t. A. In previous disputes Mahalla workers
. • . ;r! /.a: economic demands and made ap-

•'. : - to intervene against factory bosses.
• Mubarak and his family indicate 

cry .tallf.ation of the current movement.
■ ' fir .t time nice bread riots

in l'/77 that national demands have been raised in 
mass street demonstrations.

I li .current wave of struggle began with the 
r-' ‘ ‘‘ lfi '• 'iition. in 2000, which meta- 

■■ ' '■ ' ' ■ '<■■■. ■' !■ i in

C airo on 20-21 M.m.h 2001
Ihc resi ,tancc to war and ncolibcralism is trans

forming the : . , . ilent lor t h:m;z<: m ,idc the Middle 
East.

Fhe Egyptian movement is organising the Sixth 
on 27-30 March. I In , will bring to- 

across the globe to challenge war

in Britain are with us.
“Please show your solidarity

beds and two operating theatres. Wurmser, a former adviser to US joining protests in your country.
-------r.u. u.j .a.. ? Show Israel that the Palestinians

“Israel uses the excuse of are not alone and that you are
Palestinian rocket attacks, ’ said against its crimes. Protest for

hospital. Some were left to bleed fact that the occupation is

cult days,” said Amjad. “A huge of resources, 
number of people have been killed.

including women, children and Gaza Strip—blackouts are now the 
disabled people. Many NGOs have rule. Tire minisby of health is advis-
been destroyed, such as those that dKKis Chiorire "o "reat iLTte resistance. It is the Palestinian peo- 

“It'was a massacre, with no health of people is deteriorating. pie’s right to resist occupation ”
military operation including mercy shown towards tlie children. “On Monday everyone in Gaza < nija sai , siae

■ ' They were killing our beautiful went to funerals of those killed in dren in its attack. Were they firino
the assault. The Israeli operation rockets from Gaza. No they 

“People went three days with- did not stop.” were killed because they were
ment firing rockets into Israel, out water during the attack. The The attack on Gaza is the latest Palestinian, because of t eir 
but its real aim is to crush the 1

already suf- to destroy Hamas. This month’s

f __



in focus

Organization says rebel attacks 
increased 64 per cent from 2006 
to 2007. In the first two months 
of this year, some analysts have 
noticed a 15- to 20-per-cent rise in 
insurgent activity compared with the 
same period last year, raising alarm 
about whether the traditional spring

<v-
Canadian troops in Afghanistan

in sol 
upto

fighting season has started early.
“Make no mistake, NATO is not 

winning in Afghanistan,” concluded 
the Atlantic Council of the United 
States, a prestigious American think 
tank that deals with international 
affairs.

In a blunt assessment at the start 
of March, Vice-Admiral Michael 
McConnell, the U.S. intelligence 
czar, admitted that the Karzai 
government controls less than one- 
third of the country, an optimistic 
assessment - many refer to Karzai 
disparagingly as the ‘mayor of 
Kabul’. As the above reports show, 
lie may no longer even have that 
title. The resistance can operate 
openly in most of the countiy and 
even have permanent bases in 54 
percent of Afghanistan. McConnell 
said, “the situation as deteriorating” 
even though U.S. and allied forces 
hat e been roughly doubled since 
"'004, from about 26,000 to nearly 

i 50,000 today.

weeks. For many ordinary people 
the ramshackle city now feels like 
a prison, corrupt police prowl the 
intersections, enforcing a curfew 
for anybody without that night’s 
password, or bribe money.

Kabul now sees regular rocket 
attacks, shootings, kidnappings, 
explosions and suicide bombings. 
On 15 January rebels attacked 
Kabul’s swish five-star Serena Hotel, 
targeting the ex-pat elite in the most 
fortified site in the capital, killing 
seven guests and staff. This was no 
straightforward suicide bombing, but 
a well planned armed attack.

The UN’s count of security 
incidents in Afghanistan last year 
climbed to 13 times the number 
recorded in 2003, and the UN 
forecasts even worse this year. In 
addition to the 3,572 bombing raids 
in 2007, suicide bombings climbed 
to a record 140, compared to live 
lietween 2001 and 2005.

I he North Atlantic Treaty

£

military and those in the US Congress 
who want to withdraw from Iraq, 
that they should have control over 
our oil”.

“George Bush failed in the military 
aspect of the occupation, but if he can 
force this law through then he could 
claim some kind of victoiy-

“When the US ends its military 
occupation over our country its eco
nomic occupation will continue for 
many years to come.”

According to Hassan Jumaa, the 
oil law was drafted in secret under 
US pressure and this “contravened the 
articles of the new Iraqi constitution 
that states that Iraqi oil and gas wealth 
is the property of the Iraqi people.

Oil runs through the history of US 
capitalism and its efforts to dominate 
the world. It’s where its greatest busi
ness dynasty, the Rockefellers, made 
their money.

Today the Western oil super-majors 
and their local rivals still ride high 
at the top of the global corporate 
hierarchy.

The transformation of the Bush 
family from East Coast bankers into 
Texan oilmen - symbolized by George 
Bush, a Yale frat boy masquerading 
as a cowboy - demonstrates the at
traction of Big Oil.

The Bushes jumped onto the band
wagon after the Second World War. But 
the dark roots of the US oil industry
lie much earlier, in the last decades 
of the 19th century and the first of 
the 20th.

There Will Be Blood, Paul Thomas 
Anderson’s new film, probes these 
roots. The spilling of much blood 
for Iraq’s oil must have been in the 
background when he wrote and directed 
There Will Be Blood.

The film is inspired by Upton 
Sinclair’s novel Oil (1927). Sinclair’s 
book was part of a much larger po
litical assault on Big Oil in the early 
decades of the 20th century. After the 
Iraq catastrophe, the time is surely ripe 
for another assault.

Just about everything the millions of anti-war marchers around the globe predicted five years ago on 15 February 2003 has 
cometrue.

Iraq has been turned into a sectarian prison. In Baghdad alone 100,000 sections of concrete wall impose sectarian 
division. The bare figures of a million dead and four million displaced only suggest the agony of a country torn apart by 
foreign rule.

Afghanistan is a hidden catastrophe. The 2001 invasion was sold to us as humanitarian intervention. Now Oxfam and the 
Red Cross report that the occupation is itself causing a humanitarian crisis.

The warmongers used to talk of liberating women - now Afghanistan has the second highest rate of maternal death 
in childbirth in the world. Life expectancy is down to 44, and health provision is virtually nonexistent. Not surprisingly, the 
occupiers are bogged down in heavy fighting.

Even tiie most delusional of the war’s few supporters don’t dare claim the world has become safer.

DONAL MAC FHEARRAIGH '

>1 i''politically inconvenient to 
‘■■'.vf."' ' "hat «'cnone knows 

, Iraq war is largely about oil," 
the ^rch-Republican 

cvetuirnun of the I S Federal Reserve 
admitted in his memoirs last

The mainstream media dismissed 
argument in the run up to xv ar in 

Iraq They instead repeated the lies 
about weapons of mass destruction. 
However oil and the control of the 
world’s oil resources go to the heart 
or the I S ruling class’s strategy to 
dominate the 21st centime.

It .he I S contro.s themaiorsources 
of oil, in the Middle East and Africa, 
they have^a heavier leverage to de- 
...andtheEl.. Russia and China accept 
their dominant global position. The 
17,— .—, 2s me Republicans
-Feer: the logic or a ’global permanent 
war to maintain ’ S hegemony.

The L S .".as made passing an ’oil 
law ’ one of its "benchmarks" to judge 
the success of its "surge" strategy to 
regain, control of Iraq. The proposed 
new law will hand over die ofl industry 
to rr.ulrinafcona! companies and drain 
Iraq of its w eahh.

Hassan Jumaa. the leader of 
the Iraq; Federation*of Oil Unions 
w hich represents 26.000 oil workers 

m Iraq, said, "Iraq produces 
00,000 barrels of oil a day. 

The revenue from that is S43 billion. 
Iraq potentially has a huge amount 
of revenue”.

The Iraqi Federation ofOil Unions 
has been organizing for the past five 
y ears to defend oil workers rights and 
to keep the oil wealth of Iraq for the 
people of Iraq. The union staged a 
two day strike last May demanding 
rev isions to the law and improvements 
in w aces and conditions. The govern
ment issued arrest warrants against the 
union leaders.

"There is agreement among all sec
tions of the US. including among the 

How NATO has been defeated in Afghanistan
almost a third last year, to more 
than 9,000 “significant actions”, the 
highest level since the invasion. The 
UN estimates the Taliban have just 
3,000 active fighters and about 7,000 
part-timers, in contrast with more 
than 50,000 US and NATO troops.

The toughest parts of the south, 
such as Kandahar, were considered 
law less but not extremely dangerous 
after the fall of the Taliban in 
2001. Foreign aid workers drove 
in unarmoured vehicles along the 
dirt roads of every district in the 
province, often with no armed 
guards. No districts of the province
- in fact, no districts in the country
- were labelled “extreme risk" on the 
I IN’s threat assessment maps in May 
of 2005. The latest map, updated in 
December. hows 14 of 17 districts 
in Kandahar are entirely designated 
as extreme risk.

■ nd orp miration. have 
quietly withdrawn their international
- raff frorri Kandahar in recent

By DONAL MAC FHEARRAIGH
THE ORIGINAL aims of the US-led 
invasion were the capture of Mullah 
Omar, the Taliban leader, and Osama 
-:r. Laden. along with the destruction 
".f Al-Oaeda. None of those aims 
ha. been achieved. Instead, the two 
eader. remain free, while Al-Oaeda 

nar. spread from its Afghan base
Pakistan, Iraq and elsewhere, 

and Afghanistan has become the 
heroin capital of the world. The 
Tai:han actually w iped out all drug 
production in 2000.

Ac-.o'd.tr/Gdcon Polya, based 
on UNESCO data, the US invasion 
of Afghanistan has Jed to M many as 
6.6 million umecesvary death".

Resistance attacks in Afghanistan 
are up tharpiy, aid workers are 
leaving and more and more of the 
country is labelled extremely risky 
by the United Nation": NATO 
figures show that atta
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or a Barack Obama presidency?
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BOTH OBAMA and Clinton have said 
they won't withdraw the troops. What 
do you think would happen if the US 
did withdraw immediately from Iraq?

A recent poll found that a majority of 
Americans believed that fewer than 
10.000 Iraqis had died since the start 
of the invasion. You’ve spent about 
eight months In Iraq unembedded. 
Tell us about the reality of life In Iraq.

level, it’s worse now than it was after 
nearly thirty years of Saddam Hussein’s 
reign, and twelve years of genocidal 
sanctions.

Bush claims tlio surge workod and 
that Al Anbar and other Sunni areas

if we’re going to talk about a solution 
to this catastrophe in Iraq.

Who do you see emerging in a post
occupation Iraq if the US did leave?

re-funding all the 
reconstruction 
projects and 
turning them over 
to Iraqi concerns 
instead of US 
companies.’

opposed to the occupation and want it 
quite happy with it, most to end, right now.

what might happen if that much-discussed
“rwMVZar VOPItlim” ic A r-srl five ra.

a
uncon-

any other US journalist. His book,

: c/-^nple of why the media
\ skew-cd. Even

\ . .4 'A propte tend to think, “Weil,
r. ’ • Z .; . 'ja'. x? ii'lurid a Hille bit, that 

■' . , s .'.i.'.;' fr. j’ "i c is not
■. - ■ i.'.d th.'ii fi.ere'-. suffering.”

real’y. corrtrrj? what yw may sec 
r. v.r /; 'A L-.r/qr u.<-Ava o’xtb:». with 

of fjgorcs from the tt/ound 
tn Iraq

.".r.-ry.rf uxxlijy
m Oetohf-r 06 -.Lowed 6rZ,000 Iraqis 
had been killed, or 2 5 percent of the 
total population of the country.

Another group, called Just foreign

full, Immediate, 
unconditional

S.tUm;;iSlUUlCDUU3lllUlUUUJ, vivivm _ a

ir.2-1 ks dropped 90 percent. I think that withdrawal, while 
goes to show that the occupying armies--------------------- ----------------------—
7 2-. e been the primar. cause of the vio- gimaj |ta^©OSJSlV
ience and the instability. _______________  *

When the US does pull out it would 
be the first logical step for Iraqis to form 
•_- i:rcr government. Less than 1 per- 
_ent of Iraqis polled support the current 

. eminent or even find it legitimate 
at all.

The US appointed Prime Minister
Ai-Maiiki. We have to remember 

that he was in no way, shape or form 
democratically elected. After the January 
30,2005 election ., one of the first tasks 
of the gov eminent was to choose its own 
prime minister.

It chose Ibrahim Al-Jaafari. And then 
when he wasn't toeing the US-UK line 
enough, Condoleezza Rice and her UK 
co '-merpart. Jack Straw, flew to Baghdad.
.And right before they left from their trip, 
Jaafari was out. Maliki was in.

Llko all of us, you’re following the US 
presidential campaign. Do you see 
any marked difference for Iraqis In the 
nvmft „f a Hillary Clinton presidency

‘The only reaD
first step to a

.■.ei-u.e a specific example of what would enill atinJU BFlU ItSHII l®i 
happen throughout Iraq if the US WMMW 111 llqM IJ 

were to withdraw completely. - — - ...
When the Brits recently pulled out

: last base in Basra City in 2006.
~ : z British Independent reported that

-;:r.z to the British military, violent
t— ' '
zoestc show that the occupying armies

differences between Sunni and Shia, 
w =-• They have started to form a shadow-I 

taneously, these same wouldn’t say government, but a coalition 
ot many different groups.

There’s Shia, Sunni, Kurds, Christians, 

political structure. It’s based primarily 
out of Syria, and sometimes they have 
meetings in Jordan, but this type of politi
cal structure would be able to come in 
and, I think, begin to fill what vacuum 
would be created.

DahrJamail has spent<more $
Iraq than a:i, H.. T J ""'j

\ Beyond the Green Zone: Dispatches from an 
Unembedded  Journalist in Occupied Iraq, is a 
chronicle of his experiences there. Here, he talks 
about the supposed “success” of Bush s troop 
surge, what would happen if Barack Obama or 
Hillary Clinton wins the White House and why 
he believes an immediate withdrawal from Iraq 
is the only way to peace. 

add all those figures up, that up backfiring. Because they had to go ality is that the only real first step to 
pt half the total nnnnlnfinn nf hanV in th<» oihrIn +l.~.. j: __ i..*:__ t_______c n • »• .

the entire country are either refiigees-in want it to remain the only liberated city ditional witiidrawd7while simutaeoiKly 
or out of their country—wounded, in dire in the country. ~ 
need of emergency aid, or dead. That fighting was far more violent

In addition to that, we have the in- i ’ ‘ 
frastructure, where on every measurable sides of the conflict, than even the April

tf’c irint-ca nmxz flrnn if- wrnr* SiCgC did

And so we have now a macro version

___ w

s a tickingtime1,0
f Ik “ Wfv

a — LZ I tAW

Policy, has taken those 2005 figures and have been pacified. What happened? 
extrapolated from them based on more
recent media reports. What’s happening in Al-Anbar prov-

It’s now estimated that over 1,100,000 ince today is akin to what the US did
Iraqis have been killed. In addition to that, in Fallujah, when they were repelled out
we can estimate that, vety conservatively, of the city during the April 04 siege.
another 3 million are wounded. They essentially saved face by ceas-

I’ve been told by a UN spokesperson ing patrols and buying off the militants 
myself when I was in Syria last summer in the city.
that this is a severe under-estimation. , . . . . 

Current figures: 2.5 million internally jahedeen basically started donning Iraqi Iraq, or the majority of Americans 
displaced Iraqis in their own country, ] " 
another 2.5 million refugees outside of corps uniforms-and took over control 
the country. of security of the city.

In addition to that, another 4 million When I interviewed them last May, 
Iraqis are in dire need of emergency assist- they said this was the most peace they’d
f ------- t_.---------------------------- 1 u. j:_.i------ --------------------------- :---------------

report released last July.
When we take into account the fact

that Iraq’s total population has fallen people in the city were quite happy with 
from 27 million, when the invasion was 
launched, to now roughly 23 million, 
when we
means

anywhere from zero hours of electricity 
per day to maybe six or seven hours on 
a really good day. Unemployment: It’s 
between 60 or 70 percent, vacillating 
right now.

During the sanctions, it was roughly of the'uS’s new‘alii™
33 percent, which is about what it was r— ’ ‘
here during the Great Depression. So 60 
to 70 percent uni 
that, 70 percent inflation. We have 45 i 
percent of Iraqis living in abject poverty theTepeopie ZS" k,n°W Wh° 

^’’’'vhilesimultaneoSh^^ 

fighters are, of course, gathering vety 
very valuable intelligence by being able to   

the Amet ieans and go around Turkomen groups represented in this

It’s difficult to say at this point, but there 
are some political figures who do have 
popular support.

There’s a Shia cleric. Sheikh Jawad 
al-Khalasi, who has mass popular support 
and Dr. Wamid Omar Nadhmi, a Sunni, 

ings Both renowned for being able to bridge

I don’t.
They’ve both already officially taken 

the idea of total unconditional withdrawal 
of all occupation forces out of Iraq off 
the table, until after their first term.

So it’s off the table already until 2013. 
In reality, they in no way are reflecting 

They put them on the payroll-mu- the will of the troops on the ground in

police uniforms and Iraqi civil defense who are opposed to the occupation.
------------------- —j—-i------------------------- And certainly not respecting the will 

of the Iraqi people, where the most con
servative polls I’ve found have shown 
that 85 percent, at a minimum now, of the 

ance, according to an Oxfam International had in the city since before the invasion total population of Iraq are completely
had ever taken place. 

They were r '' '
. . . . .., t Iraqis are willing to take the risk of
that situation. what might happen if tliat much-discussed

But essentially, the US plan ended “power vacuum” is created. And the re-

over half the total population of back in the city in November, they didn’t solution in Iraq is full, immediate,

lut of their country—wounded, in dire in the count!?. ' re-funding all tire reconstruction projects
That fighting was far more violent and turning them over to Iraqi concerns 

t0°k.k° ma?v m°.re deaths> °n both instead of US companies.
No candidate js talking about com

pensation for the Iraqi people.
- . ----------------- So, I don’t see any of these main-

nrt;nn, Ot • at sarr!e P° lcyln Al-Anbar, where stream candidates talking about any of
^actions. various tribal sheikhs who are willing these things which are reallv essential

Even od exports have not for one day to collaborate have stepped up '" • • Y ■
been at or above pre-war levels-and this They’re basically being bought off to
is where Iraq gets 90 percent of its in- not fight against the Americans while 
come Electnc.ty: the average home has simultaneously the Americans for the 
nnvwhere from vern hn„rc moment in A|.Anbar> are

to their bases, and relying more on air- 
breaksom.8rOllnd tr°°PS if fighting

But it’s a ticking time bomb and some 
~ ‘ . -"'™s are still lobbing

mortars into their bases at night.
lemployment, on top of ID al?these p'eop^soVh'f3'7!try T? t0
1 inflation. We have 45 become violent °t '^^ll

percent of Iraqis living in abject poverty these people —b ■ ■ k 0

of Iraqis don’t even have access to safe 
drinking water. So that gives you an idea 
of the magnitude of how horrific the  „„„ t 
suffering really has become. According with them 
to Refugees International, it's the fastest- 
growing refugee crisis on the planet.
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OF WAR CRIMES
UPDATE ON 
RAYTHEON 
NINE CASE 
THE MEDIA gag on reporting 
of the Raytheon 9 trial has 
been lifted. This followed an 
application for judicial review 
of the gag by Shane O'Curry, 
a member of the Foyle Ethical 
Investment Campaign.

Lawyers had told the 
Raytheon 9 and the Derry Anti 
War Coalition that there was 
no point in anyone In anyway 
Involved In the non-violent 
direct action against Raytheon 
on August 9th 2006 seeking a 
review of the gag. Happily, Shane 
had been In Rossport on the day 
of the occupation. So he was 
able to go to the High Court and 
seek to have the gagging order 
lifted.

However, before the Judicial 
review could be heard, the Lord 
Chief Justice Intervened and told 
legal representatives Barbara 
Muldoon and Ronan Laverty 
that there would be no need for 
them to make their arguments 
as the gag was about to be lifted. 
It seems that, when It came 
to having to defend the gag, 
the Courts realised that It was 
Indefensible.

So, It Is now perfectly legal for 
Socialist Worker to report what 
It reported Illegally some weeks 
ago: the trial of the Raytheon 9 
has boon moved to Belfast where 
It Is to start on May 19lh.

had said there was no evidence of 
the use of depleted uranium in the 
weapons used in the war. It turns 
out that this was true: depleted 
uranium wasn't used. However, Dr. 
Mohammed Ali Kobeissy, a nuclear 
physicist at the American University 
of Beirut, Dr. Paola Manduca, 
Professor of Genetics at Genoa 
University, Italy and Dai Williams, an 
English weapons expert, all produced 
scientific evidence to prove the use of 
enriched uranium in at least some of 
the bombs dropped in the course of 
the war.

A number of human rights’ lawyers 
summarised some of the ways in 
which Israel is guilty of war crimes: 
first, the assault on Lebanon was not 
a war of defence. The capture of two 
Israeli soldiers on the border was not 
an assault on the sovereignty of Israel 
and, in any case, Hezbollah offered to 
swap those soldiers for prisoners in 
Israeli hands.

Inflammatory statements by 
leading Israeli politicians, such as 
saying that any village from which a 
rocket is fired will be destroyed or the 
statement of the IDF chief of staff that 
Israel aimed to put Lebanon back 20 
years, are clear indications of Israel’s 
policy of collective punishment. 
These statements, it was argued, 
indicate a will to commit acts of 
genocide.

Despite being asked on several 
occasions and in many ways to send 
a lawyer to the Tribunal to defend 
itself, Israel was unrepresented at the 
Tribunal. Unsurprisingly, given the 
amount of evidence against it. Israel 
was found guilty of a series of war 
ci imes by the panel of International 
judges.

air embolism within blood vessels, 
concussions, multiple internal 
hemorrhages in the liver and spleen, 
collapsed lungs, rupture of the 
eardrums and displacement of the 
eyes from their sockets.”

The Tribunal also heard from two 
doctors of very clear war crimes in 
relation to the bombing of ambulances 
and of hospitals.

Dr. Mustafa Badar is a GP and 
Mayor of the town of Nabatyeh in 
Southern Lebanon, about 20 kms 
from the border with Israel.

More than 250 civilians were killed 
in his town alone.

He personally witnessed the 
bombing of ambulances that were 
clearly marked with red crosses. He 
also spoke about the ongoing deaths 
in the South from the millions of 
cluster bombs which were dropped by 
Israel in the hours before the ceasefire 
that ended the war came into effect.

Dr. Hadar Degmak was based in 
a hospital in South Beirut during the 
war. He told the Tribunal about the 
bombing of South Beirut, an area 
which is highly populated, much of 
which was destroyed entirely.

Two hospitals in the area were 
bombed, one of which was clearly 
marked as a hospital and could not 
have been mistaken for a residential 
building or office block. He and other 
doctors moved to a hospital near 
Beirut airport but even this suffered 
some bombing.

Perhaps the most shocking 
evidence brought before the Tribunal 
came from a number of scientists who 
•.bowed that Israel had used missiles 
with warheads that contained enriched 
uranium. I his was a surprise to many 
since the United Nations and others

! THREE MEMBERS of the Derr.
A -j Coalition attended an 

onal Tribunal of Conscience 
' ■' Brussels at the end of February . 

: "A Tribunal accused Israel of 
“ during its assault against 

I Lebanon in Jul;, and August 2006. 
accusations including Israel’s 

of Articles 2 and 4 of the 
ha.ter a hich bans w ar except 

' -'mce reasons: genocide
-* ~~ azainst Article 2 of the 

’

thment of the Crime of
■ ■ ar.d against Article 4 of the 

xal Criminal Tribunals for 
*T"da and the former Yugoslavia.

■demational panel ofjudges 
; Cuba. France and 

prevded
■ tre - a . a stream of w itnesses 

each with stories
- drawn tears from a

' Salam Dahir, who was 
'-<fence worker tn Southern 

>t’anr'c at the time of the war and 
®>any people would recognise 

. rz photo* of the Vf~ July
I ^creaQana.
I ,.^‘an told the Tribunal about the 
^“Ities the Civil Defence team he

I with faced.
tJ? «plained that the level of 

’ , was 50 great 3nd ambulances 
being attacked - in breach of 

j’ utional law - so they frequently
1 L r *a‘t hours before going to the 
', those who had been bombed.
, 'urn had personally witnessed the 
. of what was later confirmed by 
..'•t'utt to be a thermobaric bomb 

apartment block.

He showed photographs of the 
victims bodies — not a sight anyone 
should have to see.

Thermobaric bombs are not illegal 
but should be. However, it is against 
international law to use these bombs 
on civilian, as opposed to military 
targets.

Yet there is clear evidence of 
them being used not only in Southern 
Lebanon but even in built-up areas of 
Beirut.

An article published in the Marine 
Corps Gazette in 2000 details the 
effects of the use of thermobaric, or 
“fuel-air” weapons, by the Russians 
in Grozny.

These bombs form a cloud of 
volatile gases or finely powdered 
explosives.

“This cloud is then ignited and 
the subsequent fireball sears the 
surrounding area while consuming the 
oxygen in this area.

“The lack of oxygen creates an 
enormous overpressure. ... Personnel 
under the cloud are literally crushed 

to death.
"Outside the cloud area, the blast 

wave travels at some 3,000 meters per 
second. ...

As a result, a fuel-air explosive 
can have the effect of a tactical 
nuclear weapon without residual 
radiation. ...

“Those personnel caught directly 
under the aero ol cloud will die from 
the flame or overpressure.

I or llio .e on (he periphery of 
the strike, the injuries can he severe. 
Burr, ,, broken bones, contusions 
from flying debri. and blindness may 
result.

“Further, the crushing injuries 
from the overpressure can create

,.?J
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alestinians carry the 
idy of Salsabeel Abu 

lalhoumm. a 21-month- 
old girl who was killed 
early on Sunday when 
an Israeli air strike hit 
near her home in the 

northern Gaza Strip. 2 
March 200S.

Wtssari Nassa* 
Vaanimages' I
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Anne Ashford gives a historical perspective on the possibility of
/h ’he oppressed is vital.
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Workers take to streets in Egypt

Is an Arab

ayJ
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/. rx, jil ordinary 
©o’f .r.-.form The 
iJOple have the power to
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>w organised 
—-ry could 

of a wider revolu-

I heir concentration in key economic 
sectors and I-  • • 
compensate for (hei.. small numbe,*

Pa Fft* * ’ Z

U-©!-' ,

borders. Trotsky dubbed this process 
“permanent revolution”.

This is not a pipe dream. There are 
countless examples showing the power 
of workers in the Middle East.

In 1979, it was a strike by oil work
ers, together with a rebellion in the 
armed forces, which overthrew the Shah 
of Iran. His dictatorship was described 
by Washington as the “second pillar” 
of their domination of the region, Israel 
being the first.

In 1991, Egypt signed a structural 
adjustment programme drawn up by 
the International Monetary Fund which 
among other things abolished subsidies 
on basic food items. Riots forced the 
government to bring back the bread 
subsidy.

The democracy movement in Egypt, 
known as Kifaya (“enough”), recently 
called on Egyptian oil workers to stop 

I supplying Israel with the energy it needs 
/\ to wage war on Lebanon.

had taken up arms to fight ‘or their own 
fihct u.en cioctr.fied the Xiab world. 
It stood in contrast to the rout of the 
I Ay :x S'nan and Jordanian armies 
by Israel tn the 1967 Six Day War

he? tour decades later. Israel still 
occupies Palestine and I S clients

S

K--

in confronting imperialism. Sections 

iratic freedom and less 
iinauv" vi ... ‘~o—’ -.
collective economic power of 

organised workers.
Just as in Russia, it will tall to 

workers to win national liberation in 
the Middle East. Imagine if general 
strikes stopped Saudi oil flowing to the 
West brought Cairo and Baghdad to a 
standstill and halted US warships on the 
Suez Canal. And why stop there?

Under workers’ control, the resources 
ofthe Middle East could be channelled 
into healthcare and education, instead 
of weapons systems, international debt 
repayments and the luxury lifestyles 
of the elite.

When workers lead struggles for 
democracy or against imperialism, 
those struggles raise the possibility 
of socialist revolution.

Trotsky how the potential existed
,11V UVlUVV.v..-- -- - - . —

immediately into the socialist .
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radical change across the Middle East
oppre/ion along the Suez Canal, workers who of national liberation, because it also wwh i1UISk , ■ *

challenges the rule of imperialism’s analysis of7h7l 90570^1917©bs "utside the narrow ruling elite“into'con- 
McDonald’s and sweep the floors internal allies - the powerful local revolutions, showed ho1 v,sslan flict with ths current nni;t»oi «><>»««
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"THE ARAB people now consider | 
Hizbollah to be heroes because the} 
are confronting the enemy [Israel] and I 
pmtectfrig their land... EsenifHtzfillah g 
were destroyed, another Hizbollah 
would emerge within a year or two ' 
somewhere else - maybe in Jordan, r 
in Syria, in Egypt or in Iraq.” |

Perhaps when he spoke these words * 
King Abdullah of Jordan was think- i 
ing of his father’s comments when, J 
in I96S, 20H Palestinian fedaycen I

Sr

for all its heroism, the struggle of 
■ •c •? nationalist movement 

< <be-a> the Unfits of national lib- 
crat cn In ■ %$ Yasser Arafat led the 
fedayeen at Karameh. In 1993. his 

movement accepted a peace 
deai -which ’eft most of Palestine under 
Israeli occupation.

1 n 2006. tired of compromises and 
coemption. Palestinian voters kicked 
•aiah out of office in favour of the 
1 - ’ am i s t gm up H amas.

The Fcvpiian revolution followed
X rebellion in 1952 

ended the era of direct imperialist 
contro! by Britain But following the 
catastm rmc defeat of nationalist leader 
< -am a. Xbd ai \ asse? in the I %7 war, 
: nfiers scurried to embrace
reo dbem.ism. allied themselves with 
me I. > and made peace with Israel.

X.me. Emm’ was no militan match 
:‘m ar. l? m-e J. regime armed and financed 
m me S Alone. Egv pt’s experiment in 
;m:e-r.m “socialism" could not survive 
me pressures of a global economy.

very Middle Eastern state, and I
’ability of every .Middle those dependent on waged employment 

7 = go zernment. - are a minority in societies composed
E ,.i the only force mainly of peasants, small traders and 

. il i’ ■ ui ■ .• ape the limit’, other groups.

* J • r; x class was too wc^ 
. ■•g-'*’ the peasantry was too 

■ i such a role.
' The same points t., .

greater democratic freedom and less 
^domination ofthe region,bm they 

lack the c-------

■ I.
/<
yl|

q Across the Arab world a new left is 
] beginning to emerge. Inevitably it has 

 been forced to address issues raised
by the failure of the Arab nationalist 
revolutions of the 1950s and ofArafat’s 
Fatah movement.

Translating the potential for working 
class power into reality means bridging 
the gap between the small forces of 
organised revolutionaries and the mil
lions of people radicalised by political 
and economic crisis.

This is a question socialists in the 
Middle East have grappled with since 
the 1940s. Tragically, they did not al
ways find the right answer. Sometimes 
the left stood aloof from the struggle for 
national liberation because it was not 
under their control. More commonly, 
they substituted other social forces for 
the leadership of the working class.

Communists in Egypt dissolved 
themselves into Nasser’s state-run party, 
arguing that independent working class 
oiganisation was an obstacle to national 
unity. They saw the state under nation
alist leadership as the main vehicle in 
the fight against imperialism.

In reality the opposite is true. Only 
an international movement, linking to
gether workers across the Arab world 
and beyond, has the strength to defeat 
imperialism.

Today imperialist war in the Middle 
 wno ln . East.has the potential to bring all classes

bake bread, drive trains, serve fries challenges the rule of imperialism’s analysis of the 1905 and11917 R • outslde lhe narrow ruling elite into con-
■t McDonald’s and sweep the floors internal allies - lhe powerful local revolutions, showed how ore n‘Ct with ,he curr<mt political system,
of touri J hotel rooms. elites in countries such as Egypt and workers in modern industrv "'S<i t T"‘S crea,es the possibility of a broad

Ihi. labour supports the economy Saudi Arabia. become the core of a widerr wt •“’lty offorees ranged against imperial-
In many countries the working class - tionary movement ' ° “’ lsnl and its local allies.
■........ ................. .......................................................

oppressed those tn the 1950s and 1960s.
■■MMMMMMMBMM|jM

Xssser. afcourse, vvould have agreed.
.. i-. breaking down bor

ders ir_ — b} chance and colonial 
. - . unking Arabs in a new regional
fenemuru based on acommon language, 
c zSnin. and a shared history- of 
•r.n_gzle egainst imperialism.

~ . —any Islamist activists argue
- cn crk-imperialist mov ement uniting 

M_s'fims across the globe - crossing 
natit'k borders, and transcending 
i'. Lncns of race and language.

These projects assume Arabs or 
’.*•_=- mare a common interest in 
nkning imperialism. But in reality Arab 
and M-sllm societies are divided by 
class, and this basic fact shapes the 
liv es of ordinary people across the 
Middle East

Three decades of neo-liberalism 
nav e created societies more polarised 
than ever between rich and poor. The 
•nterests of capitalists and the state 
are enmeshed. Financial “reform” 
means cheap loans for big business, 
privatisation hands state resources to 
ccmpanies owned by the children of 
government ministers, while devel
opment projects siphon money to 
corporate shareholders.

The Egyptian ruling class may be 
a ;un: .r partner in global capitalism, 
but ft has no : take in the demise of the 
current economic sy stem.

Hizbollah’s conception ofthe strug- 
ile fietw sen oppressors and oppressed, 
of a d;v iding fine w ithin every society; 
nt mere sense in our globalised 

• -.r f *. sr. the idea of a united Arab
, r. fro n’ing an external aggres-

'r'et even this conception has its

It was Leon Trotsky who, in his

'PA c 8

d- z.......---Kj , ‘f'~ for “the democratic revolution to grow 
over immediately into the socialist . 

4#^/i •. ■ ’-/»■ And such revolutions can spread across 
1 sgf C ^..kkorl fhtc nrnr.P‘s.<?
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Fidel Castro

a small section of Cuban soci-

kind of society is Cuba? Socialism forces to develop within the
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China cracks 
down ahead of 
Olympics
rvNORABOYLE 

THIS AUGUST the might of the newest power w ill he on 
display, a ' - on of the t titre founded on human suffering and 
gross inequality -

However it is pros ing difficult tor the CCP to present a 
peaceful image while keeping a lid on political unrest. One 
ef the worst dis ide- o: neh :■ -d poor in the world is making 
the ord:' ■? pee-.'.- s b. naeis d.sscnt. The support of 
intemational press. :e w th grassroots protests can help to save 
people ftv> -n oppress on in China The Olympics historically 
. ■ - ■ ■ an ■ ■ . n • to make a political point. In 1968 
two American sprinters gave the Black Panther salute on the 
• -• S." - ' : < ‘rec.:.' *’ ‘or talun gong prisoners.

,x '. -1 .i-d *. . . ' for evictees, closure of black 
. . ;tx , vee.' - of the people to assembly and freedom from

■ ghts abuse-bould become part of the global media 
spxiigi* or. Bering

Bet xx the lai nch of its Olympic bid in 2001 (the same 
. . ■ red ti’e WTCH China voluntarily signed the

-..tic-.'. Cc e on < iv il and Political Rights which 
.-,:cs ' eryone shall have the right to hold opinions without

*.c i very one shall have the right to freedom of 
cvrc" this right shall include freedom to seek, receive.

gnptrt information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of 
frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art. 
or through anyother media of vice-

. 'remised in
1101. “By allowing Beijing to host the games you will 

, - ■ . rment.' rights' Lil. Qi the President
gf Beijing's Olympics Organising Committee again promised 
- September 20 6 "Ch ra v . • e up t' its words and will 

turn its words into deeds.
■ nt;-;.:ch. the .- net so rosy. It is estimated that

ks 2008 one and half million Chinese people will have 
. J- -y. A forced fret’.’. *.-.. - homes to make way for new
./ e the Gene .r-based Centre on Housing Rights

Txd Evictions estimate 13.000 people a month are evicted tn 
Beijing.
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WOf
the Missile Crisis of 1962.

But recent weeks have 
produced acres of newsprint 
speculating about the impact of which happened in Cuba within 
Fidel Castro's resignation. After a year of the revolution. It is also 
49 years in power he is one of the a political process that puts the 
world's longest serving political working class at the centre of The decision of who should take and breakfasts, or are among the 
leaders. power, developing an advanced

It is right to regard the survival form of democracy in which, in- group and announced to a waiting travel abroad. They are the
_ c *1- . /-•..1____ r>______ I..*:___ ____ ____ _ _____ _______ __________ 4______ ___c___ _ j 4_ ______ i-*:___ _____________ z'.i z->. i _ . .
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By MIKE GONZALEZ hard-
If survival in itself is an achieve-

IT IS a veiy long time since Cuba ment, in the face of relentless US popular - but he has never been major contribution. But it is only
appeared on the front pages of the hostility, there is another side to elected to his post, nor has it been a small section of Cuban soci-

>rld's press - probably not since the long presidency of Fidel. What possible for any other political ety that gets to enjoy the fruits
, forces to develop within the of the new prosperity, and buy

is more than simply the centraliza- revolution that might challenge the expensive cars that circulate •
tion of control of the economy, the course of the revolution from around Havana’s streets. They are

i-------- j n..t-----within. the people with access to dollars
The last Congress of the com- - they work in the tourist indus- 

munist party was ten years ago. try, run private restaurants or bed 

over is made within the ruling carefully selected people who can 
' ; new

managers of the Cuban economy.
Looking at Cuba now, it seems And while they and Raul himself,

- it is also a system in which it is to have emerged from the crisis are clearly committed to increasing
the interests of that majority that of the early nineties. Economic trade with the West and particu-

destroy it. It cut sugar imports, shape and determine economic growth is remarkable at just larly with China, there is no sign
efortori ««d social decisions. under 10% a year - achieved at all that the lives of the majority

In Cuba, Fidel Castro has held largely through the spectacular of Cubans will change nor that
________ u.u 4______ :-------- -------------1 .i- _ ------------1- .• < i

the economy will go hand in hand 
with political change.

After forty years of siege 
Cubans are not taken in by the 
American dream. As a leader of 
one of the Miami Cuban groups 
that favour dialogue said recently 
‘You don’t take lessons in de
mocracy from the man who is 
bombing Iraq!’

But as they see around them 
growing income differences and 
the corruption that always goes 
with shortages, the question is 
not how to make an economic e 
model work, but how to rebuild 
a socialism that is democratic and 
open, and whose leaders are not 
self-appointed for life.

The illusion, is to be cast that Beijing is modem, open and 
city. an idea.' place for investment. President

— - 7 - ~' that in preparing for the event 'people's living 
Qfah lit ions have been upgraded and their living environment
— improv ed remarkably'.

Meanw hile residents have their sewage pipes sabotaged in 
xder to driv e them out New luxury apartments and offices 

mmand huge prices in the market friendly metropolis.
- 3.* ing elite jper-rich children of‘communist’officials 
ed 'printings’ amass vast sums through property
elopmentDemcii’.ion victims are living in slums in tents following 

"-cd r.: ctions. All they are asking is for enough
- ' t-.- at.-.n •_ j buy a new home. Repression is so severe that 
■ ~ :*r-Cents funerals are broken up to prevent civil discord.

according to International Human Rights Organisations 
’ -"a.-, rights lolations are increasing in the countdown to the 
■. - .. farmers protesting against land seizures by signing 
»Rd z: ’A e want human rights not the Olympics’have

V --pre., rr; and arrest.
-■ . ....r'.j uryr.-.ictions have increased 20% between

2 .6'” . .enters are increasingly being charged
- ' " ■ r.g irm against state power’. The Chinese

rr-.—.e-t -.s', ad-.-p’ed die use of a ’’hard-strike” anti- 
trme campaigr to evict the homeless, sex workersand 
-vd-z..r.cr cd r.ra. n ,'/r;r.l workers from Beijing.

’he -r.- • uman r, ;!' violations take place in 
’•be occupied ’.-^'.•<,r..-. of Iih<et and fiasl Turkestan. In is 
estimaud that itXJjXXri of innocent falun gong prisoners have 
been executed in ’! •:w It . 6 known centres around 
f-hrna, prisoners eye,, sen and ■■ cart. are extracted while

re alive and sold for huge prof AsThe webcam testimony of Hu f11 calling for 2008 to be 
"the year of human right. in f.r.-r a r ■. .i'cd in his detention 
in December and formal arrest or, January V> As the main 
source of information regarding the impri xrfiment of human 
rights campaigners his right to law set ■ i a, liccri demed due to 
revealing state secrets'. His wife Zeng Jinyan and daughter 
6ave been confined to house arrest with internet and telephone 
line; cm as the state forces repression on prisoners familic. in 
order to prevent them seeking justice.A translator for Channel 4 was held for 16 hours and 
subjected to taunts of ‘traitor’ by police for helping to expose 
Beijing’s ’black jails'. In ’black Jails’ 20-30 people are held 
fo a room Many of the prisoners are made up of evictee, v.lio 
complain. Even old people and the handicapped get beaten by 
goons m black jumpsuits.

of the Cuban Revolution as an creasingly, power is transferred to population, 
achievement. Almost from the the base of society. Not only that 
first moment, the United States 
did everything in its power to --
sent mercenaries, started an eco
nomic blocade. And it was always 
j i • c. . »_!_______________ i.:i«

Castro.
But Cuba survived - by en

tering a relationship with the 
Soviet Union which was almost 
as dependent and unequal as the 
previous link to the U.S. When 
the relationship ended in 1986, 
the effect on Cuba was dramatic. 
The ‘Special Period in time of 
peace’ was a time of austerity 
and hardship.

Cuba survived this too. But 
there was a price to pay - eco
nomically and politically. Cubans 
are rightly proud of their excellent 
health and education systems. But 
the wider reality is that 49 years 
after the revolution the life of 
many Cubans is precarious and

the interests of that majority that of the early nineties. Economic trade with the West and particu- 
____________________________ :__________ ____ ____________________*1. • _____________4 :__________________ w i__i_______ t4i. . .i

and social decisions. under 10% a year - achieved at all that the lives of the majority
In Cuba, Fidel Castro has held largely through the spectacular of Cubans will change nor that

looking for bizarre ways to kill power simultaneously in govern- growth of tourism and the ris- modernization or development in <
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in today’s world beauty is

Mlchnol Jackaon: Bionic man?

I
I

The obsession
wife Leawtychance to get 

Ahern and FF

low-calorie’ or diet foods.
can

Makeover”, MTV’s “I Want 
a Famous Face”, and Fox’s 
show “The Swan”’ cosmetic

Bertie Ahern has been exposed as being as 
corrupt as Chairlie Haughy. The revelations 
in recent weeks about secret bank accounts 
where personal political donations’ were 
hidden has exposed him as a liar to all. This 
nonet was then used to buy a house for his 
then partner Celia Ahern. It shows that Ahern 
was as good at grafting as his old mentor.

The extreme lengths Ahem is going to in the 
cetins to tn to close the tribunal down shows how 
••crioiis these revelations are.

I: is ,m absolute disgrace that the Green Party 
and independents like Finian McGrath continue to 
support Ahem in gov eminent.

Sections of FF have distanced themselves from 
Ahem and are prepared to dump him. But this will 
only happen if they see he is past his sell-by date. 
.Ahem will only be forced to go if the government 
is defeated on issues like the health sen ice cut
backs and co-location (privatization) of hospitals. 
It is therefore important we get the biggest possible 
demonstration on the health crisis in Dublin on the 
2° ' March. A mass mobilisation could split the 
government apart and force Ahem to go.

Sections of the ruling class and the EU elite are 
;-.?w worried that Ahem could lose them the Lisbon 
Treaty.

They fear the referendum could become a refer- 
endum on the government and on him personally. 
This is exactly what the left must do, turn the 
Lisbon vote into a vote of no-confidence in the 
gov ernment and a vote of anger over the economy 
and the health crisis.
No to a pay freeze
C onstruction bosses are calling for a pay freeze be
cause of the economic downturn. They claim it’s 
the only way they can continue to build ‘affordable’ 
homes.

But ccnstruction bosses are sitting on 220,000 
empty ?.. uses and apartments while tens of thousands 
:pectf are on a waiting list for a home. Instead of 
t_ ng a pay cut. the developers should be 

f -cedf -_t their profits by reducing house prices.
The - sses want workers to pay for the hard

• - - ugh pay-cuts. They want to attack work
ers rights by using recruitment agencies.

They want to divide workers by trying to force 
recent immigrants to Ireland to accept lower 
wages.

It is great to see the unions respond to this by 
starting a campaign to defend agency workers.

The uni ns are demanding these workers get the 
same employment rights as in other EU countries. 
The Irish government is one of the 3 EU govern
ments resisting the extension of employment rights 
to agency workers.

How can union leaders any longer claim that 
employers or this government are our partners?

The unions need to take on the government and 
lake the campaign to the streets and to the picket 
line if necessary.
Outrage over Gaza
On Friday, 29 February 2008, Israel’s deputy de
fense minister Matan Vilnai threatened Palestinians 
in Gaza with a "holocaust”.

For an Israeli leader who is Jewish, in particular, to 
? reaten anyone with holocaust is a sad irony of his- 

ry the -48 hours that followed that statement over 
'/> P il e .tinian civilians were killed in the Gaza strip.

I he Iri ,h government and the rest of the EU sim
ply watched and said nothing.

In .tcad of i /dating Israel by cutting of diplo-
. and economic ties, European governments

’r ■ ' ■ ' ' r' . ‘.-n.ii'.e. celebrating its so-called
60fh ar.r.i u.-r. :ry a grus-/ime event of ethnic 
clean .mg and colonial ruin itself, showering it with 
economic, political and scientific support.

The burning inju >tice of the occupations of 
Palestine, Iraq and Afghani tan need to be har
nessed to help bring the global anti-war movement 
back onto the streets to force our government to

_ withdraw from the ‘coalitionof terror’

■■ —

are.
Men want to become the big 

muscled type that is shown in 
every commercial. While women miliated and extremely sensitive 
want to the skinny model look. failure and criticism.
But the truth of the matter is Part of this is caused by the 
that a majority of people will pressure to obtain the perfect 
never be what an ideal image image. But an ideal image can 
ofbeauty is. never be obtained because of the

The most well known eating changing views of society.
disorders are: Anorexia nervosa In today’s world beauty is 
and bulimia nervosa and mostly only skin deep and extreme steps 
affect women and girls. People are being taken to achieve this, 
with these eating disorders often The majority of young teens and 
have a psychological profile of children arc being taught that 
low self-esteem anil the feeling beauty is everything. They are 
of helplessness. They tend to developing problems that are 
blame their problems of their harmful and potentially fatal, 
appearances. Of the two Bulimia Something must be done be- 
is more common and is preyed fore this obsession goes out of 
upon and even promoted by the control.

These diseases are more prev- 

and more people are developing

™pres? a11. ‘y.Pes of emotions’, countries’each year.
being thin and beautiful. When do their best, but They "should bealty^vomen^r^^^ to 

not be expected to be perfect, conform to a psychological ideal 
like these contributing to the beautiful and what’s not. It’s a be themselves and to henrn'd lorT^l W°menare"ot^uPP°5ed 
overwhelming popularity of sick obsession that has gone too of wh ?thev are P ®

Millions of people undergo 
risky surgery every year simply 
to improve or enhance a feature 
of their body. While the results 
may seem foolproof and glamor
ous, it is actually a very risky 
procedure.

Older societies in human 
history like the ancient Greeks 
thought of objects or nature as 
being inherently beautiful: 
beauty is inside the object; “The 
beauty wilhin an object is it’s 
pure and ideal beauty". Today 
beauty no longer resides inside. 
I he road to becoming beautiful 
is a long, hard and most impor

tantly a thin road. nerable point in anyone’s life, giant food companies pushing
In earlier societies fuller Being a teenager is not easy ‘lew-calorie’ or diet for”1- 

figured women were the ideal and there are many daily pres- People with this disease
l. These societal pressures appear outwardly cheerful but 

eating disorders in underneath are hurting and feel

pushing rity and depression about body themselves imperfect. 
_ . ______ ,___ __________ o----------— ------o- —-------- ..e...y re- ,u^ovuia&ao&o<ueiuuicpiev-

to see or hear something about Through magazines, ads to lose minded of a pecking ordet based alent in developed nations. More

pictures ofbeauty. Now you have 
to be a twig to be considered

magazine, watching the news, this. Society keeps on 
TX/ nrnrvr'irYl t/rxiI nrp liVpIv xl. _ ______1 ■  1. _

By SANA FAROOQ KHAN
COSMETIC SURGERY has be
come one of the most popular pictures ofbeauty. Now you have sures.
trends around the world. to a twjg t0 be considered can cause eating disorders in underneath are hurting and feel

Whether you are reading a beautiful. Society is to blame for teenagers as a result of insecu- inadequate because they think 
r«or-«-»;r»£» wafnhinor thp nPWQ it.:, o 1 pg OD £— “d d-------------- ’ v. ’ '*

or a TV program, you are likely the emphasis on being beautiful, image and being constantly 
tn cao nr lipnr enmpthino fthrillf TU--------U 1—1—— —~c--------i.i— ’ 1

cosmetic surgery. weight, hundreds of diets to help on beauty.
Shows such as” Extreme in the fight against fat. Teens need to be able to eating disorders in developed

escape this crazy obsession with They should"be encouraged to

surgery has become a normal driving, giant billboards are a 
part of our lives. With programs constant reminder of what’s 
111 xt—— — — — ♦ I—, <1. — n ‘ • « « .« . v.a
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Kosovo’s uni late 
independence ma 
the ratcheting up

Following the 
Warsaw Pact ii 
a strategy to er

1

public officials”.
As Gerald Knaus, chairman of 

the European Stability Initiative, 
has observed, “Kosovo will not be 
independent in any sense.”

Serbia leans on Russia for 
diplomatic support to block a UN 
seat for Kosovo, but also on countries 
such as Spain, Greece, Cyprus, 
Slovakia and Romania.

Its real aim is the Cyprus-style 
partition of Kosovo, with three Serb 
majority provinces in the north 
returning to direct Serbian rule.

US support for Kosovo and 
Russia’s backing for Serbia serve 
only to entrench Serbs and Albanians 
in their nationalist positions, as they 
lecl emboldened to seek advantage 
ovei one .mother with backing from 
the “great powers”.

In this context, it is the duty of 
Serbian socialists to challenge Serb

rcle Ku

n in this

•< ANS foz Africa are
" ~.g izs dominance
e grip ofWestem mulri- 
izls, writes Ken Oiende, 

only make the

The notably the French, are
rkir.g a c.zse a'darce with the US

.0 rc-cs'-zz the West as the dominant 
econ — - ana rr -_y presence in Africa 
as ??:.<-z :z the azow;ng influence

■: Lama. French president Nicolas 
Sark zr ias:; ear made a high profile 
:r z ar. __d -kmza. France is buldinga 
nae’ear reactor iz. Lima and is busily 
tm mg :: m-_<a~ m its imperial posi
tion in North Africa.

I: is m this iightthat we should see
.... - . • \ - ---- ‘ Limd :ha: can be used to extend the US mili-

A’ ->ngs de orner high profile interven- tary’s strike range.
boos such as Siena Leon, the EU wants ”
to esublish mat Africa is its 'back-yard'

“like allowing a giant to settle in your 
home”.

The US justification for establishing 
r -- - - a report to

Congress from this July, in a crucial pas-

established in 1983 to cover Central 
and South America while the US was 
undermining the left wing Sandinista 
government in Nicaragua and backing 
the death squads in El Salvador.

Economic and imperial power are 
always combined. A 2005 report to the 
US Congress on progress in the “war on 
terror” was very concerned about Africa, 
partly because it wildly overestimated 
the influence and coherence of Al Qaida 
as an organisation.

Western military operations go a 
long way to reinforcing the economic 
power of institutions like the World Bank 
and the International Monetary Fund 
that police African economies with a 
heavy stick.

Even the most pro-Western leaders 
in Africa understand the role of these

nationalism and to argue that Serbian 
workers gain nothing from the state’s 
claim to Kosovo.

This allows us to challenge our 
own ruling class and that of Russia 
with clarity, while helping us build 
bridges with Kosovan Albanians.

But this does not mean we believe 
that an independent Kosovo, whether 
real or symbolic, can solve the 
problem of Serb-Albanian relations.

Attempts to carve out ethnically 
pure states have led inevitably to war 
and ethnic cleansing. In a region as 
div erse as the Balkans there can be no 
nationalist solutions.

Instead we must build solidarity 
networks that link grassroots social 
and anti-imperialist protests across 
the Balkans to challenge all forms 
of oppression, and argue for genuine 
self-determination in a socialist 
federation of the Balkans.

showing no sign of levelling off.
Local sub-imperialisms, such as South 

Africa and Nigeria, are also trying to 
assert their own influence - which is 
the reason why the EU was hostile to 
an African Union force, as opposed to 
an EU lead force, going in to police the 
crisis in Darfur.

The extremely uneven but neverthe
less enormous growth of some African 
economies has had another effect - the 
creation of vast cities.

It is estimated that in 20 years the 
Gulf of Guinea, a major oil produc
ing region, will have more cities with 
a population of over one million than 
the US. The mass of people in these 
cities live in extreme poverty and they 
are hotbeds of resistance.

However the choice is not simply 
between accepting imperialist military

It was orchestrated by the US and 
the leading EU powers - Britain, 
France and Germany - to counter 
Russia’s moves in the region.

But the declaration was also about 
shoring up the government in Kosovo 
itself. In 1999 the US subcontracted 
the province’s government to the UN, 
whose administration has provoked 
resentment and discontent among 
Kosovan Albanians.

After almost nine years of UN rule 
Kosovo has the lowest income per 
head in Europe.

Moreover, the I IS and EU have 
not given up control in Kosovo they 
have merely replaced I IN colonial 
ml* with I 11 colonial rule. I Jltiinatc 
power will Jill if.ide in the I I l’s 
Inlrin.ilioiial < r. ill in Repo1 .enlalivc 
'lu< Ii 11.1 the at it hoi it y io annul 

<1 • i >ion i "i I c. adopted by I .osovo 
mili<ii iii< . and .auction oi icniovc

with some I.— r-----
:?.e US also has access to air bases and
ports across --------------
whatit calls “lily pads” in several more
- facilities maintained by local troops

Kosovo is a pawn on the imperial chessboard

Socialist Worker

America.
Grr r.z irr.peria.' ambitions became

clearer in February L
George Bu ,.-z. anno-need the creation 
ofAfncom -a rev. unified US military 
. jmmand for Africa. Africom became 
peraticnal in October. It is currently the project is spelled out in

based in Stuttgart. Germany. frnm Inly in a <
C urremh. the main US base in Africa sage, the report notes. “Africa recently 

Djibouti. hich borders Ethiopia, surpassed the Middle East as the US’s 
— ? 1.800 personnel. However, largest supplier of crude oil, further 

........ ... ’ —i emphasising the continent’s strategic 
Africa. It has established importance.”

The report goes on to liken Africom’s 
role to that of Southcom, which was

Bosnia in 1995, then bombed Serbia 
over the Kosovo issue in 1999. 
Now it has recognised Kosovo’s 
independence, blatantly disregarding 
promises made in a United Nations 
(UN) resolution at the end of the 1999 
war.

Lately, however, Russia has been 
asserting itsclfin the Balkans, a 
region where it feels it has reasonable 
pro .p : J . of influence - because 
of ■ ii 'io.-i and history, but above 
all ',-.■■'<1'1 of flic resentment US 

[ion has bred among Serbs, 
a has been using its 
able energy resources to 
rcater influence. It has a dual 
ini oil pipeline with Bulgaria 
:c: and it has gist bought 
state oil mduMr 
vo*# dcclara 
fence neeth

Such facilities currently exist in
—------------------------_ Gabon, Kenya, Mali. Morocco, Sao

in the same w zr the US views South Tome and Principe, Senegal. Tunisia.
Uganda and Zambia.

. ' — L____ e Zambian minister Mike Mulongoti
last year when said that inviting Africom in would be

institutions in the creation of Africa’s 
debt crisis. The stranglehold of Western 
banks and multinationals has served to 
make an already dire economic situation and economic investment from Western 
worse for the majority of Africans. powers, or investment from China, which

Before his execution by the Nigerian also happens to be doing a roaring trade 
state in 1995, Ken Saro Wiwa was expos- in arms sales to Africa, 
ing companies like Shell and BP, who 
werei—s_,_ _ji 
wealth while local people suffered.

Oil is not the only economic reason 
«k~________r t tc ___ _ a r_:__

There is a much more concrete reason
for US sabre rattling in Africa than the stirred in Egypt, Nigeria, Guinea and 
often elusive presence of Al Qaida.

China is now second only to the US
as Africa’s largest trading partner. Trade levels achieved in Latin America, but the 
between Africa and China for 2007 was possibility does exist of massive strug- 
over $70 billion, up from $56 billion gles, across several countries, against 
the previous year, and it is currently both neoliberalism and imperialism.

v; VLADIMIR UNKOVSKI-KORICA, 
BALKAN zz. < .' 

'. : ‘. the Balkans face

>n has long been at the 
penal rivalry between 
f uruocan Union

) It is also not about relying on a 
making millions from Nigeria’s oil coalition of African nations to act in- 

i___t —«*— J. dependently of the major players.
•• • • t Resistance movements in cities

for the return of US interest in Africa, across Africa provide a third alterna
tive. Workers and the poor have already

South Africa.
The movements have yet to reach the

■
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How empires die
Olende

He said that the advances that

was a

WAS ROME genuinely more 
Important than other ancient 
empires In that part of the 
world?

frontiers.
The outcome was predict-

Neil Faulkner is an archaeologist and a 
historian based at Bristol University. His 
new book. Rome-Empire of the Eagles 
is available from Bookmarks, the 
socialist bookshop- www.bookmarks. 
uk.com

WH AT MOTIVATED you to 
w rite your new book Rome— 
E—r Of The Eagles on the 
history of the Roman Empire?

beian
from
state to exclude any kind <
democracy

Had they won. the aristocrat
could have used their politics

4103d The Roman cmpife sccns 
it's shoe »J~ro secaococc

completely 
predatory 
system that 
could only 
carry on as 
long as there 
was territory it 
could absorb.

collectively to some degree in the military demands and a large rich, 
Roman political system by the urban based ruling class with its 
tribune of the plebs and so on.

After this the Roman aris
tocracy had to look outwards 
to competition with rival states 
to gain wealth.

enzzze v.hh that argument. Of In the 400s, the Huns entered Europe from the Russian steppes, and got as far as Chalons, near Paris. They spread terror 
coursec * '* f *-■-x ** * * ~
profoundly different from im
perialism in the ancient world. 
But the Reman Empire was no 
different from any other empire 
in mat ?. was an exercise in car
nage and looting to enrich a few.

and for the best part of 150 years 
ordinary working people were 
involved in running the state.

Everything that happened

Modem leaders looking for a 'civilised' way to dominate the world refer to the Roman 
Emphr. Historian Neil Faulkner explained the brutal reality to Ken Olende

; '! Wz

- ■■ Wa
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Africa and the Rhine-Danube 
line in continental Europe.

That contrasts with the situa
tion in the East where there was 
a ver 
civilisation that the Romans 
took over, so the whole thing 
has much deeper roots.

I he Western empire only Athens. Il became ademociacy 
generated a third of the tax -1 ■' ■' ■ —
revenue against the East's two 
thud'., whereas the West re
quired about two thirds of the

YOU PRESENT the story 
of the empire as a logical 
progression, covering a 
vast sweep of time from 
the founding of Rome to 
the collapse of the Western 
Empire.
There is a single thread that runs 
right the u ay through the history 
of the empire.

There was a period of about 
250 y ears from the third century 
BC to the end of the first century 
BC hen expansion was abso- 
1 uteiy dynamic.

In that period Rome went
■ - being the dominant state

; Italy to becoming the .
empire in the world at The empire 
dominating the whole 

vx: Mediterranean, and much 
i. .. . Middle East and

■ ‘ . ar. cc? ;crd:r..>r/ story, 
particularly at it happened in 
an area of derwe settlement and 
concentrate of wealth. This

growth was in part 
ih!e hy Ox- dntirx,b h;

brutality of the empire?

further reduced the tax base—so dieval period the Arab world was I’m with the great archaeologist

Once the system stopped progress, productivity, innovation Childe.
expanding it quickly got into a on the land, irrigation schemes, II. Lid 
negative spiral, eating away at its the development of universities matter—those that increase the

YOU RECORD various revolts 
against the empire, most 
famously the slave rebellion 
of Spartacus. Yet none 
succeeded. Was it ever really ——— — — —--- -~~J  ------ o----------- ------------- —  ioniau , J

militia prepared to fight in the agricultural economy cease to be and Islamic culture. From the Possl°le to challenge the 
legions.

The legionaries identified 
materially with the empire and taxes had to be raised again, 
took a share of the booty.

in. the vast empire in two, the history, and that shows
At the same time there were West went to the dogs and the 1 ~ 21“

They were also represented still long frontiers making heavy East was able to maintain itself, it is from the capitalist world, 
~ -.a——J- —j- where workers have an interest

in building links across na
tional and religious boundaries.

carry on as long as there was
territory it could absorb.

The Roman frontiers It also had several exception- I- '  " ' , '  
came to rest on the edges of ally long frontiers that had to be pened in the fifth century BC

after that, including the Roman 
Empire, was culturally derivative 
of that great explosion. Roman 
art is essentially the art of fifth 
century BC Athens. It doesn’t 
change much.

There was a great leap cul
turally in Greece which was 
bound up with revolution and 
democratisation.

The Roman Empire adopted 
the culture then put it in the 
service of a ruthless system of 
military imperialism.

The productivity of labour on 
the land was not significantly dif
ferent by the end of the Roman 
period from the beginning. There 
were improvements, but they 
were quite limited.

The way in which rulers and 
the states they control competed 
to accumulate more surplus was 
principally through war—the 
physical seizure of land, slaves 
and booty that had been accu
mulated by others.

Roman plebeians were rela
tively privileged compared 
to non-citizens. But more 
importantly they were more 
privilged than the peasant popu
lations of those states that were 
conquered.

There was no universal 
class like the working class, 
so there was no possibility of 
Roman citizens breaking with 
their rulers in alliance with 
non-citizen peasants else
where—let alone with the slaves 

what happened in many other were able to achieve a decisive military manpower to defend its accumulated through successful 
contemporary societies. victory. frontiers. warfare.

The plebeians’ struggle ensured So Rome stopped expanding. The outcome was predict- There is no example of such 
that the free citizen peasantry had The plunder stopped flowing able. As these pressures split unity in the whole of Roman 
a considerable measure of control in. the vast empire in two, the history, and that shows us
over its own security. At the same time there were West went to the dogs and the how fundamentally different

various client groups.
To maintain all of that it be

came necessary to ratchet up 
exj.'-:—.1-------------

within the empire by taxing the There are certainly other great 
.  ', civilisations that have been less

studied.
The supreme example is Arab

viable. Each ruined peasant farm eighth century until the late me-
uivruau wunu was i m witn me great archaeologist 

well ahead in terms of economic of the ancient world Gordon

if they aren't 
broadly uncritical, tend to make 
excuses tor the Roman Empire. 
They admit that there was a lot 
o: nastiness such as the massa
cring of enemies, slavery and 
gladiators.

But then they point to lots of 
good things. like towns. roads, 
central heating, bathhouses and 
mosaics—as if that cancels the 
other out.

When we look at a modem 
society we evaluate it on the 
basis of what is fundamental to 
it as a social and political sys
tem. People writing about Nazi 
Germany don't say it was half 
good—“Ton get decent motor
ways as well as death camps.”

Rome was an exercise in 
imperialism—the use of physi
cal force to dominate territory', 
iabcur and resources—and that 
is a bad thing.

And w her. people today argue 
is iniperiausm can be a force for 
achieving freedom, democracy 
and progress. they often refer to 
the Roman Empire to support 
that idea.

It is important to be able to

capitalist imperialism is everywhere they went Their empire collapsed In 476, but not before they set dozens of German tribes In motion towards the 
' Roman Empire.

But there is a bias in the way capacity of human beings to im-

WHYTHEN did the empire 
decline?

The empire was a completely   _
predatory system that could only based civilisation that to a large looked to Greece and Rome for the productive classes and mairi- 

le.
.—. progress in history is 

tive classes.
The degree to which these peo- 

ple light back and claw back a

cploitation in the countryside

And when it moved against peasantry.
other powers it found that it Each rise in taxes made 
had a relatively willing citizen another part of the traditional

expanding it quickly got into a on the land, irrigation schemes, 
pnontivA cniral pntinn awav at Itc tlio rlovolnnmant __

own ability to generate the wealth and learning and so on. productivity of labour and the 
to maintain the empire. But there is a bias in the way capacity of human beings to im-

In the West you had an urban Western political elites have prove their lives—are rooted in

degree had been constructed by models of power, civilisation tained by working peopli 
the Romans. and culture. Real progress' in hist...,

Having said that, what hap- always linked with the produc- 
rx/xrl itv tlxcx ftlx TY *1..— . 1_   _

the wilderness—mountains, defended, principally in North Greece, principally in Athens,
deserts, uncleared forest and Africa and the Rhine-Danube was one of the greatest revolu- „
marshland. line in continental Europe. tions in the whole development greater portion of the productive

Imperial resources drained That contrasts with the situa- of human culture. surplus from the ruling classes
away as they tried to conquer tion in the East where there was filings changed incredibly who are wasting it on war and 
these areas. I hey got hogged a very well established urban fast. In the space of a few dec- luxury is the degree to which
down in guerrilla wars for very civilisation that the Romans ndcs art, learning, philosophy and humanity moves forwards
little return look over, so the whole thing science were revolutionised.

In the cast they came up has much deeper roots. fhere was a revolution in ----------------------------- ---
against the Parthian and later '
th' ’>.>■ sanid empires, strongly 
pl i' "d in tnoilcin Iraq and Iran 
In .i i entinic . long confronta
tion u itlu i Runic nor its rivals

http://www.bookmarks
uk.com


Upton Sinclair making a radio broadcast

I

the “American drcam” that has de- to find himself in the middle of Sunday 15 June 2008,7:30 p.m.

The other 
Upton Sinclair

laws of America,
ll.i: l'xx>k won Sinclair fame .i/id 

fortun and led to the implcmcn-

Union. In 1934 Sinclair ran for 
the governor of California. He 
•__ it-,,. »nlir>r,_plocc tn till*

ist-run hotel and is reunited with 
his wife.

novels enjoyed some popularity 
in the 1940s.

Its hero, the illegitimate son of a

However, a year later, the com
mune was burnt down, most likely

Written and directed by Serge Le Peron.
A dramatised account of a notorious 

political scandal. The Moroccan intellectual 
and national liberation leader Mehdi Ben 
Barka disappeared in 1965 after being picked 
up by the French police in Paris.

The official account w as that nothing 
was known about the incident; but the 
involvement of the criminal world together 
with the French police tells a different story. 
In French with English subtitles.

Sunday 16 March 2008,7:30 p.m. 
Fast Food Nation (2006)

Sunday 9 March 2008,7:30 p.m.
I Saw Ben Barka Get Killed (2004)

menl to the Soviet Union.
Much of Upton Sinclair’s writ-

I le attends a socialist rally in ing is dated; the I .anny Budd series 
•ahit h ili-- speaker sums up Juigis’s hardly bears reading today. ()il! is 
I. ■ I.. • I ii ■ f 11 ' ■ . • ' 1/iii nn ii <i n«n if ili • 11'iit ill i. lii ii i i I’, mln i. i I vil'ii111<i

Uncle Tom 's Cabin. i ’ * „
As a result of his book President by right-wing bigots. The Jungle

Directed by Rachid Bouchareb.
A drama about the plight of North African 

soldiers w ho fought for France in (he Second 
World War.

It follows a company of Algerian soldiers 
w ho light against fascist Germany in Morocco 
and Italy and then in France, where their 
sacrifices for the “Motherland” are rewarded 
w ith discrimination. In French, with English 
subtitles.

Progressive 
Film Club
opens in Dublin
THE PROGRESSIVE Film Club is a 
voluntary organisation that has been 
established to show films that highlight the 
struggle for people’s rights, for the rights 
of workers, of immigrants, and of women. 
Adrian Dunbar, the film actor and writer, 
officially launched the film club in early 
March.

At present he is directing Connolly, a film 
about the labour organiser James Connolly 
w ho was executed for his partin the 1916 
rising. Most of these films have never been 
shown before in Ireland due to the domination 
of the Hollywood studio distribution system in 
the commercial cinema.

A film club such as this should exist in every 
city and town in Ireland. If such a circuit was 
established then it would be possible to obtain 
and distribute films and documentaries that 
for financial and artistic reasons never reach 
our shores.

If any groups are interested in this concept 
contact Progressive Films at their website: 
wmv.progressivefilmclub.ie 
Film Shows are on Sunday evenings at the 
New Theatre in East Essex Street. Tickets can 
be booked at Connolly Books in Essex Street. 
Socialist Worker will in future carry details of 
the programme.

Boston (1928) was about the 
Sacco/Vanzetti case, when two 

He is grateful for the job and is immigrant anarchist workers were

i J .ir i, be .1 known for The deli vers a.speech that fills him with The last book in the series’ The 
//i, -H906) I his b<x>k changed inspiration. Jurgis joins the socialist Ret urn ofLanny Budd (1953) deals 

■ A px, jt ti commercial pro- party and embraces its ideals. I le with the post-war red scare and the 
food though Sinclair finds a job as a porter at a social- hostility of the American govern-

Written and directed by Richard Linklater.
A drama loosely based on the book by Eric 

Schlosser.
A researcher goes to the slaughterhouse 

that supplies the meat for America’s best
selling hamburgers.

There he discovers that the industrial 
production of food involves not only 
contamination but the exploitation of illegal 
immigrants as well as other abuses.

and socialist politic ■.
He read the ' 

and became a r 
the Appeal to Reason, a 
weekly.

His decision to join rhe Socialist 
Parry of America was based on his 
'-^penente ofa rapacious capilali >m 
d<at i: reflected in the film There

be Blood.

Socialist Worker 15

tones of the film, rather than (he 
collective and socialist ideas (hat 
Sinclair wrote about.

The Jungle is a modern classic 
Act in 1906 It had the greate a ■.<»< ialist and progressive writers lluil deserves to be on every socialist 

and trade unionists bookshelf.

Angeles Times launched a campaign 
in which Sinclair v/as depicted as 
a supporter of free love and the 

_r t and nationalization of children.
' • ■" • !•: of fifteen Despite this he got nearly vation and miseiy, finds redemptionHe wm a prolific writer producing —------- ' ' ■■■• u------- ■—:------ .._..Ln

political intrigues.
Much of this was hackwork in ' '** *' jjr

order to pay the rent. Al one >tagc 
he was producing one poorfy paid 
no;a By .Lnr
was moving towards r&di>uc fiction

• -.7-----------K.ic$
tcialist classics government launched

zJ| A,iy , Loped (Jiat it would change 
th ■ io i .!!':■’> of worker > 

It - jirxyl such an outcry that the 
I an investi-

'f *. r.■ ci ,;i of (I - it>- tip f I ii>:' plant. ip v. belief. if we win more people woi th reading if only to balance the 
iJia !,:<!■ ■■■">. id ' •< in-’cd (lie food Io •.<»'. iali.m, (he speaker declares, individualism and religious undcr- 

llicn ‘'Chicago will be ours!" ----- 1 ’’ *' *' *'
1 he proceeds of the bool 

enabled Sim I.dr to establish and 
ration of the Pure I ood and Drug aipport a communal retreat foi

. . z r. I . I .1. . ... . . ■ . I • . I :

social impact on American soci- and artists

His politics hampered his ety since Harriet Beecher Stowe’s 
literary reputation. In order to “ - - 
j:______ i:* ___

frequently depicted him as a violent Theodore Roosevelt received one was followed by a series of books 
Sinclair, which he revolutionary. 1 ' ” ' ' " • ...

______ Upton Sinclair stated in 1903 reforms in the meat industry.
Oil' tells the story of Bunny that “my cause is the cause of a man T

Bunny's sympathetic feelings to- 

pro-. oke arguments w ith his father 
throughout the story.

The book was written in the 
context of the oil grab scandal in 
Southern California during the 
Hard ng administration.

Hopefully the film will revive 
rlerevt in the writings of Upton 

- .nd especially his mag- 
- -zz/r the Jungle. Upton 
Sinclair was born in 1878.

He grew up in poverty

olific WT.’er producing

By PAULO BRIEN

THE FILM There Will Be Blood discredit him, the establishment 
was loosely based on the novel
O:.' by Upton Sinclair, which he revolutionary. hundred letters a day demanding that explored the nature of capital-
published in 1927. Upton Sinclair stated in 1903 reforms in the meat industry. istsociety In King Coal (19117) a

0:1' tun Is the story of Bunny that “my cause is the cause of a man The Jungle tells the story of story about Colorado miner’s strike
Ross, the son of a rich oil magnate who has never yet been defeated” Jurgis Rudkus, a young Lithuanian of 1914, a rich young man Hal

Party in 1934 he remained a social- dreaming of wealth, freedom, and trade unions, 
ist until his death in 1968. c“ 1

In his autobiography published work in the Chicago stockyards.
„ in 1962 he wrote: “I believed what f1-.c-j-u ...

° "7" ’c'ih rakasand soSists I have believed ever since I discov- astonished that his fellow-workers executed on trumped-up charges 
..a.--t:c:.:.e.d wore -- socialist movement at the hate the way they are exploited that caused outrage in the 1920s.

beginning of this century”. and ground down. Gradually Jurgis’ The Lanny Budd series, con- 
He was also a board member optimistic view of the “American sisting of four million words, in 

of the American Civil Liberties dream” is destroyed in the chaos of eleven contemporary historical 
- - ■ ' work in the meat factories.

He loses both his wife, who has 
teiTified the ruling-class to the been raped by a foreman, and their 
extent that the conservative Im child. In despair he revolts against munitions tycoon, always manages

■ — 1-----u ’--------- - the “American drcam” that has de- tc find h:~.cc!f :r. the “.iddlc
stroyed his life. He becomes an decisive moments in history, 
outcast and a criminal. He travels the world, meets

I lis spirit all but crushed by pri- such figures as Joseph Goebbels, 
>■------ 1 a-a----1—-a— Adolf Hitler, Herman Goring, and

90'1 GOO votes, though he failed when he wanders into a socialist Franklin Roosevelt, and is involved
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NO to two-tier medicine
DEMAND A WORLD
CLASS RM JC 
HEALTH S

The government is running 
down public hospitals and 
starving them of adequate 
resources to push people 
into using private hospitals.

Man.- Harney and the 
FF-PD-Green coalition are 
pursuing policies that are ul
timately going to remodel the 
Irish health service along the 
lines of the US one, where pa
tients come second and profits

come first. At the moment 
there are cutbacks being im
plemented across all sectors of 
our health service.

Following an initiative 
launched by the Dublin 
Council of Trade Unions, a 
meeting of several hundred 
people has called a national 
demonstration for Saturday 
March 29th. This will be a 
great opportunity to unite all

Mike 
Gonzalez 
looks at 
Cuba after 
Castro

the different campaigns and 
to mobilise all those who are 
worried about the state of our 
health service.

The campaign, which is led 
by the trade union movement, 
includes amongst its support
ers the husband of the late 
Susie Long who highlighted 
the horror of what it means to 
be a public patient in Ireland 
today.

Dahr Jamal 
interviewed 
on Iraq and 
US elections

There will be 
blood: Upton 
Sinclair 
and tiie 
American 
Left

CONGRESS
YOUTH

Speakers from Trade Unions. Health Professionals.
Patient Groups and Health & Hospital Campaigns 

Contact: 087 6229686; dctuhealth@gmall.com

EU wants to privatise 
ambulances and water 
Mgrii

1 am'iui: hiw.i""

I fin
naa ran casucc

Some facts about our Health Services
■ In 1980 there were 5.1 beds per 1000 population, today that has fallen to 2.9 beds. The 
number of beds has actually fallen while the population has increased and during a boom.
■ Instead of investing in expanding our public hospitals and providing more beds, this 
government is proceeding with its co-location programme, which means that private 
hospitals will be built across the country on public land. The clear message to Irish patients is 
if you want decent health care you better make sure you can pay for it yourself through private 
health insurance
■ A recruitment ban (or as the HSE calls it an Employment Control Framework) is currently 
in place across our health services. It means that even critical front line staff are not being 
recruited at the moment. These cuts in staffing are so bad that nurses who went on career 
break, instead of returning straight to their old job, now have to wait for a job to become 
available before they return to work
■ Hospitals that are unable to stay within their inadequate budgets are being punished by the 
Health Services Executive. This punishment takes the form of refusing hospitals with budget 
overruns from access to any further funding. Hospitals who stay within budget are rewarded 
with more funding.
■ Despite the funding crisis the chief executive of the HSE Professor Brendan Drumm 
received an €30.000 bonus on top of his €320,000 salary. In 2006 in addition to €1.24 
rr tor in bonuses to HSE staff, €7.96 million was spent on consultancy services

c 
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Saturday, 29th. March 2008 
Assemble Parnell Square, 

Dublin at 3pm 
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